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REQUEST 2020 – TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

AND AUSTRALIAN CYBER SECURITY CENTRE (ACSC) 

FOR AN INQUIRY INTO ABORIGINAL VIOLENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA, 

AND INTO CORRUPTION IN THE ABORIGINAL INDUSTRY 

07 January 2020 

To: Prime Minister Scott Morrison, the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC), Ministers with 
relevant portfolios, Premiers of State Governments, media representatives, public and private agencies 
and stakeholders, and art industry bodies overseas. 

From: Vesna Tenodi, MA Archaeology, Dip. Fine Arts, J.P., artist and writer. A nominee for the 
NSW Human Rights Award 2013, and nominated for the Australian of the Year 2014, for 
campaigning for academic and artistic freedom, and for raising awareness about Aboriginal violence 
and corruption in the Aboriginal industry. 
e: ves.ten2017@gmail.com and 

Marty Phillip Hoare, Managing Director, NTD Training & Consultancy Vietnam, 
e: martyphoare@gmail.com 

on behalf of Australian and international non-Aboriginal people harassed, bullied and threatened by 
Aborigines and the Aboriginal industry1; 

Attachment to Request 2020: 

Attachment 1-2020: Excerpts and Compilation of comments by Aborigines and Aboriginal 
‘activists’, made within their campaign of hate and threats between 21 December 2019 and 
 07 January 2020, on our Wanjina Watchers Art Facebook page2: 

Attachment 1-2020 has now been added and forms part of our “The Truth about Australian 
Aborigines – In Their Own Words” updated art installation3. 

Additional Information: 

Open Letter to Prime Minister Scott Morrison and Request for Federal Inquiry into Aboriginal 
violence on social media, and into corruption in the Aboriginal industry, of 29 May 2019 – its 
Attachment A: Excerpts from Aboriginal comments during their campaign of hate initiated and run 
by “our” taxpayer funded ABC, on the ABC Facebook page in February/March 20194, forming part of 
the initial “The Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation; 
Attachment B: Request to the Federal Government, submitted in 2015, for an Inquiry into Corruption 
in the Aboriginal Industry, and for investigation of Aboriginal violence against non-Aboriginal artists: 

https://www.academia.edu/39291840/Open_Letter_to_the_Australian_Prime_Minister_Scott_Morriso
n_and_Request_for_a_Federal_Inquiry_into_Aboriginal_violence_on_social_media_and_into_corrup
tion_in_the_Aboriginal_industry 

                                                
1 “The Aboriginal industry” is used as an umbrella term encompassing Aboriginal organisations, some Government 
Departments and agencies, as well as mainstream taxpayer-funded organisations and individuals involved, currently 
costing the Australian taxpayer 30 billion dollars a year; 2014 Indigenous Expenditure Report, 12 December 2014. 
2 https://www.facebook.com/wanjina.art/ 
3 The artwork composed of Aboriginal comments during their campaign of hate run on the ABC page was shown in 
Europe in mid 2019, and generated great interest. The art installation is now updated with this currently run campaign of 
hate and is set to tour Europe in a few months time. 
4 
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKimberley/posts/10156997488557156?comment_id=10156998468377156&reply_comm
ent_id=10156999606132156&notif_id=1550350070706289&notif_t=feed_comment_reply 
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07 January 2020 

REQUEST TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

AND AUSTRALIAN CYBER SECURITY CENTRE (ACSC) 

FOR AN INQUIRY INTO ABORIGINAL VIOLENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA, 

AND INTO CORRUPTION IN THE ABORIGINAL INDUSTRY 

 

Dear Mr Morrison, dear all, 
 
We saw that no action was taken by the Federal Government in response to our Open Letter and 
Request to the Federal Government to deal with the escalating problem of Aboriginal violence against 
non-Aboriginal artists and intellectuals, sent on 29 May 2019. 

Rather than repeating the facts as detailed in the Open Letter – about the Aboriginal campaign of hate 
and abuse run on the ABC Facebook page5 in February/March 2019, after the ABC published a hate-
inciting, defamatory article, please follow the link to view the Open Letter and its Attachments, 
containing the Request sent in 2015, which includes the list of other documents detailing Aboriginal 
violence, submitted over the last ten years: 

https://www.academia.edu/39291840/Open_Letter_to_the_Australian_Prime_Minister_Scott_Morriso
n_and_Request_for_a_Federal_Inquiry_into_Aboriginal_violence_on_social_media_and_into_corrup
tion_in_the_Aboriginal_industry 
 

The Attachments show that this long-term problem with Aboriginal violence keeps escalating 
uncurbed, and is spreading to social media, specifically Facebook. It has infected the Australian public 
service and Government agencies at all levels, and keeps metastasizing like a cancer. 

The more it snowballs, the more reluctant our Government is to tackle the problem, for it has simply 
become too much of a hot potato. 

The only way that our Government is attempting to pacify the angry mob seems to be to keep 
throwing away billions of dollars of taxpayer’s money and giving away large chunks of our land, 
every time any Aborigine – either real or fake – claims to be “offended”, “enraged”, or “hurt”. 

This is not going to stop, because Aborigines have learned that feigning anger, offence, or hurt pays 
so well. This apparently unstoppable cycle of violence has shown that the goodwill, generosity and 
compassion shown to Aboriginal people over the last few decades may have been completely 
misplaced. This has turned our endless attempts of helping the tribes into a black hole, into which our 
money keeps disappearing with no positive outcome – quite the contrary, our goodwill seems to keep 
encouraging more violence by those who see it as a means to an end. 

This black hole just keeps sucking everything in and gives nothing positive in return. 

The Aboriginal industry keeps coming up with new additions to the Australian Newspeak, such as 
“generational trauma” (over something that happened over 230 years ago) which requires countless 
amounts of money to “help them heal”6. 

                                                
5 
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKimberley/posts/10156997488557156?comment_id=10156998468377156&re
ply_comment_id=10156999606132156&notif_id=1550350070706289&notif_t=feed_comment_reply 
6 This is odd, since we see tens of thousands of refugees coming to our country every year, from war-torn countries where 
they had horrible experiences – but who within five years are able to overcome their trauma, to live good, happy and 
productive lives. 
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Another recent invention is “spiritual harm”. Our judiciary is apparently willing to accept that 
particularly vague notion as a legitimate reason for compensating those who claim to have suffered 
“spiritual harm” with money and land. At the same time, those same people in charge, who so readily 
bend over backwards to approve every Aboriginal unsubstantiated or unprovable claim, remain 
oblivious to the harm – physical, mental, emotional and spiritual – caused to non-Aboriginal 
Australians, through escalating Aboriginal violence as well as through the Aboriginal industry’s 
increasingly corrupt conduct. 

We, the Australian people from 270 different nationalities, who actually built this country, have been 
systematically stripped of our basic liberties – our freedom of speech, freedom of artistic expression, 
freedom to conduct honest archaeological research, and freedom to wave our Australian flag on 
Australia Day. Or to sing our anthem. Or to do anything without “Aboriginal permission”. 

We know from our contacts that – just like government departments and agencies at all levels – our 
law enforcement agencies are heavily compromised, had their powers taken away from them, and are 
under orders to handle Aborigines with kid gloves. 

However, we still believe that there are always some good people within every government 
department or agency, with integrity and courage to take action, as is so desperately needed in order to 
protect non-Aboriginal Australians. 

We hope this Request will reach some of them. 

 

Another Aboriginal racist campaign against non-Aboriginal Australians 

Recent events have involved an endless string of extremely vulgar, abusive, derogatory, and racist 
comments (yet another case of reverse racism, which is rampant today), false claims and hate-inciting 
accusations by ‘blacktivists’, as well as death threats and open calls for rape and murder (Attachment 
1-2020). 

Apart from people running the Wanjina Watchers Art page7, its supporters and members of the 
general public who have objected to false Aboriginal claims, have also been targeted and subjected to 
horribly vulgar abuse. 

Among the most affected is Mr Marty Phillip Hoare, as slandering him was one of the focal points of 
the Aboriginal campaign of hate, harassment, intimidation and malice. Racial hatred and threats of 
violence are included in Attachment 1-2020. 

The way the ‘blacktivists’ kept attacking and insulting Mr Hoare’s Vietnamese wife illustrates the 
extent of their hate and the depth of the racism directed towards all non-Aboriginal people. 

Furthermore, one of the hate-instigators was Racquel Buis-Kerr, who seems to be a public servant, 
employed by Parks Victoria. In the common Aboriginal manner, she publicly posted the address of 
what she believed was Mr Hoare’s employer, urging others to make his life hell. To our warning that 
she would be reported she laughed and mocked us, and went on posting the same address with 
instructions to harass him, until we banned her from the page. She seems to be an angry, malicious 
person, of very poor character, but – like so many Aboriginal people – is quite arrogant, feels to be 
above the law, since they “have everyone in their pocket”, as they so often gloat. 

Such openly hostile, aggressive and immoral people should not be in the public service. Some of her 
comments can be found in Attachment 1-2020. 

In Aboriginal campaigns of hate such as this one, it was noted that the same users, when banned, keep 
coming back under different profile names. For example, fake profile John Citizen was banned for 

                                                
7 https://www.facebook.com/wanjina.art/ 
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vulgarity, came back as Ron Citizen, was also banned, and came back again as Don Citizen. Due to 
the possibilities provided on Facebook, these people can create a number of fake profiles, as they do. 
They sometimes create a profile just to post a few abusive comments and threats of violence, and to 
send very specific death threats to our Page inbox; a few minutes later they delete that particular 
profile. So they are untraceable. 

Because the worst offenders use such methods and know how to misuse Facebook for their criminal 
conduct, they remain safe from consequences. And because that has become their common way of 
harassment, it would be an impossible task to deal with them on an individual basis. This problem has 
to be solved by showing such groups of thugs that their behaviour will no longer be tolerated. 

In our opinion, that problem could be easily solved: take away the money, take away the privileges – 
and such unsavoury, malicious characters would become civilised in no time. 

 

Recommendations 

Because of all of the above, we request for this problem to be dealt with at its root, rather than 
on a one-by-one basis. Taking one or all of the available actions, would suffice to effectively stop 
further escalation of Aboriginal violence against non-Aboriginal Australians: 

1. Radical change of the current Government’s policy regarding Aboriginal people. They 
have been over-privileged, over-financed, and over-empowered for decades, causing irreparable 
harm to non-Aboriginal Australians. They should be treated the same as any other Australian, 
with the same responsibilities, same obligations, and same expectations8. 

2. Giving our law enforcement agencies their powers back, to deal with Aboriginal violent 
individuals just as they do with any other criminal9. 

3. Mandatory DNA tests to prove who is and who isn’t an Aborigine or of Aboriginal descent. 
While other Australians have to prove who they are, any claim of “aboriginality” by those who 
self-declare is just blindly accepted, allowing them to keep abusing the system.10  

4. Ending the current narrative based on fictitious or fabricated ideas as is done by people 
like Bruce Pascoe, and the return to our schools of real, evidence-based research and works 
provided by legitimate researchers and authors. 

5. Re-examining all the approved land claims by an independent, preferably international, group 
of experts, since the Australian experts – when it comes to things Aboriginal – can no longer be 
trusted11. The land given away on the basis of false claims should be taken back. 

 

                                                
8 There are hundreds of thousands of fake Aborigines today – those self-declaring as Aboriginal for the privileges and 
advantages that being an Aborigine automatically brings them. They are misusing the current Government policy, for 
falsified land claims over areas in which they never lived, and abusing all the goodwill and generosity as shown over the 
last fifty years by non-Aboriginal Australians. 
9 This was well evidenced in the Blue Mountains, where police officers and detectives at both Katoomba and Springwood 
stations admitted they have their hands tied by the local politicians, including the Mayor, who openly supported the thugs. 
10 This is especially widespread in the Blue Mountains, where according to the local historians there were no Aborigines in 
the past, but suddenly everyone seems to be rushing forward to declare themselves as being one – just some examples of 
people who publicly admitted this is so, are as follows [names and photos included in “The Truth about Australian 
Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation], who laugh at the notion that they should provide any proof, saying 
that no-one would dare to question them these days. Needless to say, every one of these self-declared noveau Aborigines is 
immediately given all the benefits and privileges that automatically come with such a claim. 
11 Australian experts, such as archaeologists, anthropologists, geneticists, or geologists, have openly told us they were 
ordered what to write and what the conclusions of their “expert reports” must be. Some were forced to detract their former 
findings – which did not fit into today’s paradigm – in order to save their careers. 
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“The Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation 

There is something good coming out of the currently ongoing Aboriginal attacks – we will never 
again have to explain anything about Australian Aborigines to either people overseas or to the 
Australian public. To anybody who wants to know, it will suffice to advise them just to look at “The 
Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation and the comments it 
contains, to find out all they need to know about them. 

Aborigines “forbid” everyone to talk about them without their “permission” – with threats of violence, 
as always – and demand that they must be allowed to speak for themselves. 

We were giving them a fair chance to present themselves any way they wish. And they made their 
choice. They presented themselves and their culture quite accurately – far better than anyone else 
would be able to describe them. 

With every act of violence such as we are experiencing right now, our art installation keeps growing. 
We see it as a good thing – it is important to provide accurate information about Aboriginal attitudes, 
their state of mind and modes of conduct. 

“The Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” is interspersed with “aboriginal 
sacred dots”12 and “sacred hand prints” – that is our tribute to the fashion designers and artists 
overseas, terrorised by both the Aborigines themselves and by the Aboriginal industry13. 

It also perfectly illustrates the ideological tyranny we now have to live under and which is strangling 
our country. Not even in the darkest days of communism had we seen such a horribly hateful, 
extremely vulgar, and utterly brutal, racist group of people. 

Prime Minister Scott Morrison, we urge you personally, and the Government under your leadership, 
as well as the leadership of the opposition, to properly address this issue which has remained 
unaddressed for far too long. 

We urge you to start considering the wellbeing of non-Aboriginal Australians, a wish that some of the 
progressive-thinking Aboriginal Australians have also expressed many times. And to restore our 
democratic rights, enabling us all to again be free to live, create art, and conduct our businesses 
without constant fear of Aboriginal violence. 

Happy Australia Day, everyone. And please be careful! Don’t wave the Australian flag, or sing our 
anthem – you might get killed, by those who “have everyone in their pocket” and are eager to prove 
they can get away with murder. 

 

Kind regards, 

Vesna Tenodi 
e: ves.ten2017@gmail.com 

Marty Phillip Hoare 
e: martyphoare@gmail.com 

 

                                                
12 It should be noted that Aborigines learned dot-style only recently, from a white teacher Geoffrey Bardon, who went to 
the Aboriginal settlement of Papunya in 1971, and decided to teach the children to paint in the French style of Pointillism. 
13 This is our tribute to the American fashion house Rodarte, terrorised by Aborigines for using prehistoric hand prints in 
their fashion design, to the Turkish fashion designer Les Benjamins, terrorised for using “sacred dots” without Aboriginal 
“permission”, to Polish designer Ewa Smuga, terrorised for using a repetitive geometric pattern in her interior design, and 
to Chanel company, terrorised for using a boomerang shape in their accessories line. 
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ATTACHMENT 1-2020 

(Attachment to Request to the Federal Government and Australian Cyber Security Centre) 

07 January 2020 

“The Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” 

Excerpts from comments posted by Aborigines and Aboriginal ‘activists’, within their campaign of 
hate between 21 December 2019 and 07 January 2020, on the Wanjina Watchers Art Facebook page1. 
Here are some examples, our of the total of 3,100 + comments/replies, with approximately 50:50 ratio 
– half posted by Aboriginal abusers, and half by defenders of non-Aboriginal Australians’ civil 
liberties. 

While the Aboriginal campaign of hate and abuse was going on, Australia was burning, just as 
Aborigines have lately been urging their “mob” to do, with their public “Let’s burn stuff!!”, “Let’s 
burn it to the ground!” calls for destruction, as repeated on ABC Q&A program2 in November 2019. 

As the Australians were struggling with the catastrophic bushfires, the ‘blacktivists’ were busy 
venting their hate on Wanjina Watchers Art page. This Attachment contains extracts from the 
comments posted over those 17 days. 

However, all of the posted comments have been added to the comments made by the same type of 
Aborigines and Aboriginal ‘activists’ against the same group of non-Aboriginal Australians, on the 
ABC Facebook page in February 20193. They are now included in “The Truth about Australian 
Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation. 

The art installation is set to tour Europe, as a matter of public interest, within our Aboriginal 
Violence Awareness Raising long-term initiative. Visitors coming to Australia need to know 

what type of behaviour they can expect from our “sacred first people”. 

Australian public and our Government also need to know, to become aware of what their 
ideologically-driven policy has produced, and what kind of people they decided to empower – 

they’ll be able to view it via cyberspace, as in reality it would be just too dangerous. 

 
                                                 
1 https://www.facebook.com/wanjina.art/ 
2 https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/nov/05/lets-burn-stuff-qa-panellists-debate-
violence-and-shattering-the-status-quo 
3 
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKimberley/posts/10156997488557156?comment_id=1015699846837
7156&reply_comment_id=10156999606132156&notif_id=1550350070706289&notif_t=feed_comme
nt_reply 
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Excerpts include comments from the general public, followed by comments posted by repeat 
abusers Racquel Kerr (Racquel Buis-Kerr), Maia Letitia Cole, and De Nia Styla, as well as of 
Michael Conolly, who is one of many ‘blacktivists’ who are inciting violence on their Facebook 
pages, sharing Wanjina Watchers Art posts with their own hate-filled comments, and 
instructing their groups on methods of harassment. Such pages show how Aboriginal groups 
operate, and how just a piece of malicious gossip or any false claim can send them into a frenzy. 
 
Mary Viani Oooaaah I didn't think women were allowed to play the didge. Who is this person? 

Marty Phillip Hoare Mary Viani I didn’t think men were allowed to abuse women and molest 
children, but hey, let’s focus on a bit of wood. 

Chris Pitchford Marty Phillip Hoare ooooh. Cardinal Pell??? 
 
Christine Kopi Marty Phillip Hoare sexual abuse is totally different from disrespecting culture. What 
makes you think it's the same thing? Maybe you're just a dumb cunt. Smh 
 
Dodge Hedlam Marty Phillip Hoare talking about your own people there mate   nothing but evil 
degrading theiving scum 
 
Christine Kopi Omg look at his wife, ten times younger looking than he is. You ain't Marty Phillip 
Hoare, you're a Cardinal George Pell having ass. 
 
PJ Cowdy Well well well. A ginger woman playing the didgeridoo. 2019 lads 

Marty Phillip Hoare PJ Cowdy isn’t it great to see. Kudos to those who support it. 

Natalie Kyle Marty are you right in the head?. 
 
Natalie Kyle Whites do not have any Culture except MURDER AND THEFT..that is why they steal 
others. Good luck Vesna (if that's even your name)..you pitiful bitch. 
 
Brandon Ramscar Lmao straight up thinks she's appreciating Aboriginal culture knows fuck all about 
it 
 
Steph Dixon It's disrespectful for her to be touching a didgeridoo. Not to mention her holier than thou 
attitude... That ain't love 
 
Keyarrah Rose Your a moron lady 
 
Emma Chap Very disrespectful to all First Nations Peoples in Australia. Yidaki is a men's instrument 
and men's lore. Not for women!  
How dare you??? 

Marty Phillip Hoare Emma Chap how dare you? Now where have I heard that before? 

 
Ian-Eban Priestly So disrespectful   obviously has no clue about culture law or tradition. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Ian-Eban Priestly it’s the 21st century. 

Nic Covich its almost 2020 
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Ian-Eban Priestly Haha are you kidding! Typical response from those who have absolutely no respect 
for the oldest culture in the world and the traditional owners of this land.  
You guys probably still believe that captain cook actually discovered Australia haha. 
 
Australian shitposting corporation Ian-Eban Priestly yeah and 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Ian-Eban Priestly and here’s you, moaning about a female blowing in to a bit of 
wood. What century are you living in? 
 
Janeeka Amy Jean Marty Phillip Hoare and here’s you, the result of your mother not swallowing 
instead like she should’ve. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Janeeka Amy Jean so so typical of your kind. Now you’re bringing my aged and 
very I’ll mum in to your pathetic comments. You go girl. Learn the didge. It might soften your cruel 
heart. 
 
Yvonne Agius Well i guess we all know whos   piece of wood she been blowing before making her 
big debut 
 
Raymond Slater Marty Phillip Hoare mate you bought your wife you can’t talk 
 
Mataaria Walker-Tautali Marty Phillip Hoare your Come back sucks mate. You lose. Ad it it and fuck 
off back under your bridge you ugly troll 
 
Samantha Gee Marty Phillip Hoare and   ♀  what ? Tosspot. So yea mate it’s almost 2020 and you 
want us to forget about our culture and our beliefs that kept this country beautiful and abundant till 
evil white men like you came. Spinning bullshit about imaginary men who live in the clouds. 
Whatever.   
 
Lily Ryan Ian-Eban Priestly The Dutch first mapped the Great South Land before Cook. 
Chinese were trading in the 12C. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Samantha Gee I don’t recall anywhere where anyone said anything about 
forgetting a culture. Did you see those comments in your Dreamtime or was it simply a figment of 
your wild and abusive imagination? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Raymond Slater my wife would love to have that conversation with you face to 
face. However, I’d advise against it. She may look all sweet and innocent but I don’t think you’d 
enjoy her response. 
 
Shannon Ford Marty Phillip Hoare u really need to wake up to urself.. U look like ur an intelligent 
man but ur nothing but a rude arrogant man that obviously has no respect for Australia whatsoever n 
I'm assuming no woman in her right mind would have anything to do with u so u had to buy a gook to 
make urself feel better, how does it feel to know people llok at u n ur gook bride n go rock spider mail 
ordering idiot.... If u don't like the Australian culture leave the country I'm sure u would fit into gook 
land very easily 
 
Les Irwin Marty Phillip Hoare you're mother should have taken it in the ass but apparently her dad 
was saving that for her brother 
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Chelsea Knight She does this on purpose, you are cursed lady, goodluck with that. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Chelsea Knight cursed for blowing in to a bit of wood.....Now that’s 
seriously funny. 

Chelsea Knight Marty Phillip Hoare it's deep magic, something you know nothing of, it's tied to the 
earth and her spirit, the didgeridoo is not a piece of wood, it is a mens instrument, from the oldest 
living culture in the world, many eons of ancestors have played this instrument in songs of creation, 
death and dreaming. She is upsetting the natural balance...she is cursed. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare These people will curse you for anything... because they'd 
don't comprehend one of the basic rules of magic - curses and evil-wishes always go back to the 
sender, like a boomerang. 
 
Baden Giles Thorne Woman your a lost soul..using our culture because u don't know where u 
belong...not good who are u come to Darwin and try blow thru a Didge,would love to see how that 
unfolds   
 
Baden Giles Thorne Marty do you respect your wife's culture....??? Simple answer will do not a 
paragraph 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Baden Giles Thorne thanks for asking. I absolutely do. But seeing as you asked, 
my wife’s culture believes in equality of the sexes. Isn’t it a shame that indigenous culture doesn’t. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Chelsea Knight Curses always go back to the sender, like a boomerang. 
 
Nariah Welsh Macky Welsh Jodie Choolburra look at her page 

Marty Phillip Hoare Nariah Welsh isn’t her art amazing. 

Kristian Iversen You live oversees Marty. I hope you respect that culture more than you do from 
where you were born.  
Passive aggressive racist. 
 
Saylem Milani Are you fucked in the head? 
 
Frances Clark Marty Phillip Hoare ur a joke go crawl back under the rock u came from idiot 
 
Lily Ryan Marty Phillip Hoare shame they have nothing to contribute of worth - the mind always 
below the waistline. 
 
Samir Shah Merry Christmas dear Wanji <3 love and Peace always 

Wanjina Watchers Art Merry Christmas to you and your loved ones, dear Samir   Love and 
Light, always   

Soraya Machherndl Happy Healthy 2020 
 
Vesna Tenodi Merry Christmas, dear Samir   
 
Matt Malone You must longing for the next world lady ... Karma gonna catch up with you one day! 
 
Mark McMurtrie You have been sung......your offence to Culture and Law/Lore is palpable and the 
Spirits will deal suddenly and forcefully with you. 
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The fact that you, as a woman, play that instrument shows the utter shame and disrespect you bring to 
yourself in your utter ignorance of ANY knowledge of its' truth. 
you are not only an embarrassment, you are a SHAME. 
 
Benno Lucas Rodents mixing with primates   
  
Tayana Scott Nikki-lee Hazelgrove look at this fuckwit    ♀  

Nikki-lee Hazelgrove Tayana Scott who the fuck are these two muppets? Her hubby is a 
spastic To! 

Lily Ryan Good on you Wanjina Watchers Art. 
In 2019 white kids are being taught to play this instrument mainstream schools. 
Girls included.  
There is no hard and fast ruling on women playing it but if boys and girls and kids under 10 can. 
Southern mixed ancestry people have embraced modernity and the 21stC. 
https://www.dltk-kids.com/world/australia/didgeridoo.htm 

Wanjina Watchers Art Lily Ryan Yes, it goes to show how uninformed the objectors are. 

Jay Brooks Lane You are both off your white privileged heads! 
 
Jennifer Niebour Pott Lily Ryan so did you speak to the TOs and get permission? I know what they 
would have said. So disrespectful, shame 80,000 yrs whites here 5 minutes by comparison, I'm 
shocked. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Jennifer Niebour Pott Nobody needs anyone's "permission" to use things, art, 
ethnographic items, and ideas - these are all in the public domain and everyone should be free to use 
it, without fear of violence and abuse. 
 
Jennifer Niebour Pott Wanjina Watchers Art ok so everyone has told you, so now, if you don’t see the 
Elders on whose ground you live, apologise, eat huge amounts of humble pie. I’ve finished not giving 
you any more advice. You decide not to take immediate steps..... 
 
Lily Ryan Marty Phillip Hoare Vesna Tenodi 
'Some Aboriginal communities have restrictions that men only play the digeridoo during public and 
sacred ceremonies, but it is not unusual that women and children learn to play the instrument in an 
informal capacity. ' 2016 
https://www.sydneyoutback.com.au/.../5-important-things.../ 
sydneyoutback.com.au 
5 Important Things to Consider when Being Introduced to the Didgeridoo 
 
Anty Jen Sooooo disrespectful, she has no shame and those people putting up rude and nasty 
comments also bring shame to our mob, 
 
Dodge Hedlam I really really hope you get tormented and spoken to by real spirits 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Dodge Hedlam why are you so against females playing the didge? 
 
Brayden Duncan Marty Phillip Hoare it’s fucking tradition you thick headed prick! Just like the Maori 
women don’t do the Haka 
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Kelli McGuinness Jr. Marty Phillip Hoare, clearly you've pissed off to Vietnam to live with your wife 
or whatever. Notice the different customs and cultural differences you have to be mindful and 
respectful of? Yeah, we have them here too. For an old cunt, you're fairly oblivious to the obvious. 
 
Dallas Hammond Marty Phillip Hoare women ain’t allowed to play the didgeridoo ya hard hearing 
cunt! 
 
Jordan Dakin-mimi It’s our culture don’t you have any respect for that. A rule that was put into effect 
thousands of years ago you can’t just change that because it’s the 21st century dickhead 
 
Shannon Ford Marty Phillip Hoare doesn't matter wot century this is, women shouldn't play the 
didgeridoo simple as that its part of their culture don't knock them for believing in their cultures n the 
dream time... I'm sure u have certain traditions n I'm sure ur mail order gook bride have traditions 
also...  
Have that respect mate n grow the hell up.. Ur comments r rude n uncalled for n ur just an idiot that 
needs to wake up to himself 
 
Raylene Anderson Love Marty Phillip Hoare hey I believe in my culture thanks. Aboriginal women 
are not allowed to play the didgeridoo. Its our law. 
 
Raylene Anderson Love Unless you want somethink bad to happen to ya. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Raylene Anderson Love Thank you for your comment. But please keep in 
mind that Aboriginal lore or any tribal rules apply only to Aboriginal people and/or to particular 
tribes. Vesna is not an Aboriginal woman, so Aboriginal rules do not apply to her. The same goes for 
Vesna's artists, as well as for all non-Aboriginal people. Aboriginal lore does not apply to them. 
 
Michael Dalton Marty Phillip Hoare look at this fucking Muppet 
 
Christine French Wanjina Watchers Art ‘Aboriginal rules do not apply to her’.  
How about RESPECT the culture and lore. 
 
Shannon Ford Marty Phillip Hoare do u keep ur mail order gook bride locked up too... I bet u do 
 
Michael Dalton   look at the dopey slut playing the didge don’t she know in our lore women ain’t 
supposed to play it 
 
Pedro R Nawia This Hippy needs Cultural Awareness 
 
Sharon Clark She should not be playing that didgeridoo either should she? 

Marty Phillip Hoare Sharon Clark and why not pray tell? 

Sammie Clark Sharon Clark it’s a fertility thing in there culture. That’s why the men are the only ones 
to play 
 
Sharon Clark Marty Phillip Hoare depending on there country and laws in Australia For there region it 
is a mans spiritual tool for music and by some aboriginal law women are not aloud to play 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Sharon Clark Regional tribal rules and Aboriginal lore apply only to 
Aborigines. It does not apply to any non-indigenous person. 
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Marty Phillip Hoare Thanks Sharon Clark so it really only depends on a particular area and not across 
the entire nation? 
 
Amira Thompson Leeanne Evans we've all come together as one people. you would have noticed that 
'nobody' wishes to live a hunter gatherer life today....SO perhaps you shouldn't be using a computer 
and you shouldn't have been educated. NO....we all share everything in this country so she is as 
entitled as anyone else to play the didgeridoo. You should be happy about that. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Well said Amira Thompson 
 
Luke Masters Why the fuck you touching a Didgeridoo for ya disrespectful cow 
 
Daniel Armour So disrespectful, you're a grub. 
 
Emma Quinn Hope you get sick bitch    
 
Elizabeth Cowan Marty Phillip Hoare yes the amazing sounds of a didgeridoo should be shared .... in 
a culturally respectful manner as per Aboriginal lore not by a woman playing it 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Elizabeth Cowan Aboriginal lore applies only to Aboriginal people. We are not 
Aborigines, so it doesn't apply to us. 
 
Kimberly Roots so so wrong on so many levels, this page should be shut down 

Amira Thompson are you saying your computer should be shut down? 

Kristian Iversen And as for the cunt in the picture, using aboriginal lore, pull your fucking head in.  
You say aboriginal law doesn't concern you. Yet here you are, making money out of it.  
Shame on you. 
 
Sheridan Jaffrey As for the girl who is playing the instrument. Good on ya because bad luck has 
already headed your way clearly.   

Jennifer Niebour Pott Yes who wants to mess with the Feather foot man, haha? I'm Arrernte 
and it is us my ancestors who used to, still use the didgeridoo. I think she is playing with fire, 
very dangerous. 

Amira Thompson I'm sure you realize that in Aboriginal times when a girl tried to run away from a 
man who owned her then she got her ankles broken. Also when a woman didn't find food in the bush 
she got her skull cracked with a stone axe. You enjoy our European based society...I'm sure. 
 
Sheridan Jaffrey Amira Thompson I don't see how your topic is relevant to an instrument?  
Aboriginal times? Please clarify.…  
 
Amira Thompson Sheridan Jaffrey well then 'why' are you using a computer. I'm sure you appreciate 
your European based society..don't you? bit different to being a hunter gatherer. Instruments are to be 
used by whoever wishes to use them. It's not about disrespect when you use instruments that were 
made by Europeans...we've all grown up ….except for a lonely few. 
 
Lindell White Amira Thompson ur a piece of filth 
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Elizabeth Cowan Wanijina Watchers Art .... you say you’re an Arts and Humanities website but you 
do not display humanity in culture respect to Aboriginal lore 

Amira Thompson you don't want to live a hunter gatherer life so what's this about respecting 
Aboriginal lore     You even look like you respect your European based society...you are 
wearing clothes. 

Elizabeth Cowan Amira Thompson yes I am wearing clothing I do not live historical and I have that 
right are you suggesting that I need to be naked to respect and believe in my people’s lore .... you and 
your fake people really have issues 
 
Amira Thompson those who were lucky enough to go to high school do respect their European based 
society....better than being a hunter gatherer. 
 
Robert Mundy Amira Thompson yeah exactly people like you! ignorant fucker to even think like that 
you must seriously be fucked in the head… 
 
Alkira Maree Amira Thompson Says the rat from the middle east   
 
Thazoo Mob How disgusting !!! Are you trying to profit from another’s culture !! 

Amira Thompson you are profiting from your European based society What's new. 

Vee Michelle Disgraceful 

Amira Thompson sad if you don't respect your European based society. 

Jonece Close Allison Warry look at this clown 
 
Jonece Close Allison Warry where she live? Asking for a friend 
 
Lindell White She has a gallery there apparently but i havent been up there for years. Will have to ask 
some friends 
 
Lindell White Jonece Close she in blue mountains. The wally deleted when i told u before. Not hard 
to find out 
 
Lindell White Amira Thompson are u a pedo 
 
April Newman Lindell White lol ...   she's as sad as the rest of Vesnas army of morons .. 
 
Feonah Rose You are being so incredibly disrespectful..How dare you do this!!!! 

Amira Thompson how dare you wear a dress. hunter gatherers didn't do that. 

Heremaia Tarau She deserves a bullet. 

Amira Thompson that child looks lovely in the photo 

Lindell White Heremaia Tarau fuck this cunts a pedophile. This Amira Thompson. Youre going 
straight to my special page 
 
Julz Kelly Marty Phillip Hoare mind your own business mate. You just concentrate on being Master 
and owner of your mail order bride  
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Julz Kelly Wanjina Watchers Art you really need to check yourself crazy horse. Us hard hearted 
people have powerful magic. One spell and you'll be whisked off to a universe far, far away, where 
you can't hurt anyone but yourself. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Julz Kelly Your hatred and evil-wishes you keep sending to others always go 
back to the sender, like a boomerang. By cursing others you are cursing yourself. That's the first rule 
of magic. But you wouldn't know anything about that, obviously. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Julz Kelly your lovely looking granddaughter you’re so proud of could be 
mistaken for having Asian heritage. You really should be very careful with your racist comments. 
 
Julz Kelly Wanjina Watchers Art buddy your uterus is going to rot and ooze down your legs. You'll 
need a tampon the size of that didgeridoo to stay it. 
 
Tania Hunter-Haines Wonder if she knows what a Nula Nula is for?   She's sure as shit gonna find 
out tho  ☠  
 
Kyla Yartuwe Rassip Marty Phillip Hoare Nothing screams racist redneck more than a middle-aged 
white man with a young Asian wife telling Aboriginal people to get over it!!     
Get a life and cheer up cunt!!     ❤  
 
Marty Phillip Hoare The filthy disgusting comments on this thread, not to mention the threats of 
physical violence are atrocious. Coupled with the flood of randoms sending equally disgusting 
messages to people’s private in-boxes just goes to highlight the level of racial hatred these people 
have.  
You people should be ashamed. 

Kristina F Blomstrand Marty Phillip Hoare are you serous? This woman is disrespectful 
towards aboriginal culture she is the one who should be ashamed. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Kristina F Blomstrand so you support threats of violence, racial abuse, filthy 
language?  
Wow, you’re a real bright spark. 
 
Heremaia Tarau You need a bullet too. 
 
Lindell White What a scumbag. She makes a lot of fake claims. No credibility just delusions of 
grandeur. She talks about artistic appropriation, then goes right ahead appropriating aboriginal art 
styles and trying to make money out of them. She insane 

Marty Phillip Hoare Lindell White it’s the 21st century. 

Lindell White Who r u mate? Her agent? Or mafia? 
 
John Clayton Cross Lindell White from the looks of his page it looks like he is a tourist who likes to 
exploit young woman. I would just ignore this pig. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare John Clayton Cross my mature age wife will be chuffed that you think she’s a 
young woman. Thank you. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Lindell White neither actuallly, just someone who lives in the 21st century. You 
should step in to it. 
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Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker You can't play with our culture it's not a game it's our way of life 
and if you can't understand that than too bad for you, will have to learn the hard way ?? 
 
Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker Do you even know what the instrument resembles?? 
 
Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker Bug Buddo in your mouth! 
 
Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker That's what you're saying you want whe you play with it 
 
Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker Eeeeerrrr this one, can't be told.. seems you just want a big black 
c**ck on your mouth .. 
 
Claudia-Rose Engelbrecht-Walker Be careful what you wish for cause you just might get it ! Haha 
   
 
Burgess Sarra Marty Phillip Hoare You need to read a book / Google or go see elders or a Aboriginal 
community group . 
This is insulting to our culture and your continual it's just a stick or block of wood comments show 
how uneducated you are on this subject . 
It is disrespectful , Women unless permitted by elders and even then rare are not do play the 
didgeridoo their are many cultural rules you obviously have nil idea about and omens on this subject . 
 
Ben Edwards Burgess Sarra That does not apply to white people who do not believe, and do not 
follow those beliefs though. Cultural rules only apply to people who follow that culture. It's a bit like 
Catholics eating fish on Fridays. It's important to them, but irrelevant to non-Catholics. Jews and 
Muslims not eating pork. People of other beliefs love it. So there you go. Each to their own. 
 
Amira Thompson Civilized societies lived in this country 4+ thousand years ago. It's VERY important 
for everyone to Google "Awareness Quest Research" to see details of some ancient artefacts that have 
been found in this country. It's well known that Egyptians, Greeks and Chinese had maps from ancient 
times showing our country on their maps. Ancient Chinese maps show all the Australian river 
systems. 
Those early people in this country had iron and steel, but the hunter gatherers didn't have iron and 
steel. they were using stone age technology when the British arrived on our shores. 
Anyone interested in our ancient civilizations need to Google "hieroglyphs found in Australia". Very 
interesting. 
 

Lindell White Amira Thompson thats does not give someone licence to do what this fool is doing. It 
does not mean that the last known culture doesn't deserve any respect. 
None of the other researchers in that field behave like this wicked fool vesna 

Lindell White Ur use of the civilisation card is shocking 
 
Lindell White Amira Thompson there are much more interesting and respectful researchers in this 
field. She is pure scum 
 
Amira Thompson Lindell White google 'awareness quest research' and learn some more. 
 
Lindell White Amira Thompson Quite frankly...ur a right dumb cunt 
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Rādhikā Arti Vita Amira Thompson you need to get your literal head out of your arse and stop 
squatting on stolen land 
 
Ben Edwards Rādhikā Arti Vita Says a non-Australian. Yeah, right. So you're different are you? 
 
Ben Edwards Amira Thompson Ahh Amira. You touched a nerve. The savages are rising. Out come 
the threats and filthy language. Anger is the last genetic trait to leave some people. And one of the 
first traits to be shown. Interesting. 
 
Amira Thompson Ben Edwards not one of them wishes to live an Aboriginal life as hunter gatherer. 
When the British settled here Aboriginal people hadn't developed on from stone age technology. One 
would imagine that Euro-Abo people would be very appreciative of their now modern society. It's 
only a kind of savagery that stops them from being proud of what the British have given them. 
There's lots to learn about very civilized societies that lived on this land many thousands of years ago. 
Iron artefacts over 2,000 years old have been found here. Those societies had iron and steel whereas 
Aboriginal people didn't. they only used stone. Tribes fought each other continually so there was no 
overall Aboriginal culture. Many part Aboriginal people cry about 'respecting their culture'....well not 
one of them wishes to live a hunter gatherer life SO respecting our Aussie culture is more to the point. 
 
Heremaia Tarau You cunts don't realise how racist you're actually being.    
 
Damien Wilson-Holt Narul she's not black if she was she wouldn't be doing this 
 
Lala Waldock Serafina Waters grotti cunt   
 
Ricky Raider Duncan Dopey cunt 
 
Des Carr Why is she playing a didge  
Take that from your mouth and put something that's else in your mouth like a BBC..... 
 
Linda Geale Michael Connolly, what can be done about this bigot? Religious discrimination maybe?? 
 
Eli Baynton-Bone What a dumb dog 
 
Alkira Maree Amira Thompson Why dont you go back to where you came from the MIDDLE EAST 
and educate yourself on your cultures past and what still goes on today! Fight your own cultural wars 
instead of trying to defame Indigenous culture. 
 
Alkira Maree As for Marty Phillip Hoare and "Vesna" you're pure evil   You arent praying, speaking 
to God or spirits! That's the DEVIL coming out    
 
Dodge Hedlam Can someone please take her to court or report her to A Current Affair already!!! 
 
Vanessa Brown Insulting. This woman not suppose to blow the Didgeridoo only men. Thats our 
Culture. 
 
Nessa Jane FAKE FUCK 
 
John Gilboy This one needs a good flogging with a green stick. 
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Samir Shah Omg....so many wars and contoversies on your page and works and shares dear Vesna <3 
dont you feel you need to keep the privacy locks needs to be put up.....wonder how any come comes 
in and comments and says crap.... 

Sara Brooke Cadeau Samir Shah happy to confront white supremacy any day ! I’ll do it for 
your brown babies too ! Or are you Borrowing a name like your friend borrows culture for 
profit !? 

Vesna Tenodi Thank you for your concern, dear Samir. That's what these people do to everyone they 
dislike. Most of their targets usually run and hide when faced with such harassment. But my research 
is public, my art is public, and I am not going to hide it just to please a few violent ones. They 
vandalised my art, trashed my art gallery, tried to intimidate me, threatened me and my artists, and I 
think that enough is enough. Have a lovely Christmas, dear friend. Light and Love, always     
 
Samir Shah Real sickos there are in life that they like to intrude in others lives.....wish they would 
peek into theirs and see in the mirror .....reminds me of the quote....dont throw stones if you live in a 
glass house.......Love and Take care dear Wanji <3 Merry Xmas....i Stand by you always... 
   
Samir Shah I guess there are indeed fcked up wierdos and bullies here ....someone needs to report 
them big time.... 
Vesna Tenodi Merci, Samir    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCrlyX6XbTU 

   
youtube.com 
Joe Cocker - With a little help from my friends 
 
Samir Shah Haha <3 Always there.....Love the song <3 Glad your in great humour after that 
craziness....<3 https://youtu.be/HyTpu6BmE88 

   
youtube.com 
Dionne Warwick - That's What Friends Are For 
 
Heremaia Tarau You deserve a bullet. 
 
Samir Shah thanks...were you born a terrorist or a retard all your life ? 
 
Lindell White Samir Shah if she doesnt cease and desist Im worried she may just end up with her head 
kicked in, poor thing. 
 
Colette Perry Wanjina Watchers Art Sure not having a hard time copyrighting and using this 
“hardened” people to make yourself some money though huh? We’ll see if hate can’t drive out hate. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Colette Perry there’s been plenty of hatred on this thread already. 

Colette Perry Marty Phillip Hoare Yes and it’s excellent. 
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Wanjina Watchers Art Colette Perry Our art is our copyright. Stone Age art is in the public domain. 
Including the art created by pre-Aboriginal races. Would be nice if the violent ones could comprehend 
that. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Colette Perry Must be sad to live with such attitude, when spewing hatred 
makes you so happy. 
 
Jayne Skipper Someone "borrow" her name, business and art work and flog it off as your own! 
 
Roodboy Romeo Old dirty Marty looks like he likes young Asian girls... hmmmmm   
 
Michael Dunkley Roodboy Romeo he brought her 
 
Roodboy Romeo Michael Dunkley obviously, he likes them young slave girls... 
 
Richard Dicko Williams Marty Phillip Hoare so how much did Ur wife cost U.. she don't look bad I'm 
thinking of ordering one for myself.. 
 
Michael Dunkley Your a dumb filthy slut stop touching the digde you fuckwit that’s how you can help 
indiginous 
 
Ben Edwards Michael Dunkley Why would anybody want to help Aborigines, and why would they 
want help? Can't they do things for themselves? 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Ben Edwards Yes, helping them doesn't seem to have been such a good idea as 
we all believed. Our generosity and compassion knew no bounds... to the extent that now about 60% 
of our continent is "Aboriginal land" to which we have no access, and to the tune of 35 billion dollars 
of taxpayer's money every year, plus countless billions the tribes get in royalties from the mining 
companies. And there is only about 40,000 of real Aborigines left, and about 400,000 of white people 
who masquerade as Aborigines. And yet, we've never heard a word of gratitude. We mostly hear just 
insults as evidenced by detractors' comments on this page. Our goodwill seems to have been grossly 
misplaced. 
 
Rod Morrison Good on you for embracing the didgeridoo in this multicultural inclusive society we 
live in 

Rhondajean Towney Rod Morrison go fuck yourself 

Rod Morrison I can’t believe aboriginal slave owners and traders who held multiple child wives and 
killed the ones they didn’t want freak out about some one embracing a good part of the Stone Age 
culture 
 
Shannon Fitzgerald Rod Morrison you mean the first astrologists, tool makers, farmers etc etc idiot 
moron 
 
Mary Hane McIntosh Rod Morrison I can't believe a non indigenous, single male with a residing hair 
line as bad as yours is willing to speak badly upon a culture he knows nothing about    ♀  
Rhondajean Towney Rod Morrison your past educating buddy..ignorance & stupidity cant be taught.. 
I too read Bruce Pascoes *'Dark Emu"*...its a whole lot different to your version of '*STONE AGE 
PPL"*...cant put brains in monuments..a true ole saying...  . 
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Rod Morrison Rhondajean if you read Bruce Pascoe then your aware of Sturt, Mitchell and others ! A 
smart person would go read the original reference material cited to be truly informed. Only a sheep 
would except Pascoe’s claims blindly.  
Are you seriously telling me Aboriginals did not trade women for goods, have multiple wives, share 
wives, beat, kill wives or pack rape them for lore breach’s, invade other aboriginals country steal their 
women, wipe out other entire tribes and take their land, conduct cannibalism both ritual and to 
survive, keep slaves.  
Do you believe aboriginals did not use stone tools and forged metal tools. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Rod Morrison True. Those are all historical facts, as recorded by most of the 
past researchers, from George Grey to Daisy Bates. 
 
Savannah Passmore Who the hell do u think u are 
 
Nic Covich That’s a beautiful sculpture thank you for all that you do and merry Xmas, would love to 
see a video of your didgeridoo playing ! I love aboriginal art as well, especially the Dreamtime stories 
and traditions 

Marty Phillip Hoare Nic Covich yes Vesna please post a clip of you playing. The didge is so 
lovely to hear. 

Victor Lovett You 2 cunts are cooked. Women are not meant to play the didj. 
 
Nic Covich Why is everyone out to upset Vesna? 
 
Kalib Brown Nic Covich nice wife mate. Get her off wish? 
 
Nic Covich Kalib Brown hey racism isn’t acceptable here against chinese, aboriginal or white people. 
Give it up 
 
Chelsea Knight Nic Covich this is not aboriginal art you friggin twat 
 
Mary Browne Disgusting indigenous cultural misappropriation. 

Nic Covich Mary Browne what do you mean 

 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic Covich The way we read it, she means that the Aboriginal people are 
misappropriating our non-aboriginal culture. 
 
PV Willy Munro Marty Phillip Hoare  
You’re a bulldhitter No female can play the didgeridoo and our culture gives females many ways to 
connect without been disrespectful 
 
Corey Saylor-Brunskill Reverse racism isn't real 
 
Corey Saylor-Brunskill Marty Phillip Hoare Yeah but indigenous kids know whats up. And the 
women know that they can connect to their roots without having a complete disregard for customs. 
 
Shannon Petty PV Willy Munro are you afraid that women will make you look even more pathetic 
than you already appear to be? How primitive of you. 
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Shannon Petty Corey Saylor-Brunskill disregard of customs? Like how you indigenous men beat and 
sexually assault your partners at a rate so high it is almost the worlds worst? You are delusional. 
 
Dodge Hedlam Wanjina Watchers Art For real though. You should get a mental health check. Or can 
someone refer her to a mental health clinic. Im not even joking. Or a priest ... She must be getting 
sung already    
 
Yidikha Honeysett Marty Phillip Hoare you ain't indigenes so why would you try to fit in with our 
culture when you have no connection to the land when infact your a tourist to us 
 
Yidikha Honeysett Marty Phillip Hoare just like how yous took over our land when we let you have a 
piece of it then yous got to greedy to selfish so yous took over by giving us shit with infected shit such 
us sheets clothes and other other stuff and rapping our women like the filthy animals your are 
 
Kazan Brown Wanjina Watchers Art you still wonder why you are hated after you write this crap. 
You have big problems 
 
Claude Douglas Discracefull ! 

Wanjina Watchers Art Claude Douglas What's "discracefull"? 

Joe M McLaren Wanjina Watchers Art trying to figure out how your head is still on your shoulders 
 
Joe M McLaren Wanjina Watchers Art You need a punch in the fucking face!!! 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Welcome to the 21st century, where women are equal and men are gentlemen - 
and we all create great art and play musical instruments of our own choice. Enjoy the music   
https://youtu.be/IOFP0tPu62A 
youtube.com 

Adèle & Zalem didgeridoo duet (Francia) 7/11 Forlimpopoli 11/7/2015 

 
Christine Kopi Wanjina Watchers Art wether 21st century or not, culture is culture. And what you are 
doing is far from respecting culture, far from being a decent human being. It’s amusing. You must be 
one boring untalented human being, you have to steal from aboriginal culture to bring yourself some 
recognition. Well you did get recognition, for all the bad reasons. I hope you end up getting beaten the 
fuck up one day. 
 
Debrah Bibby Wanjina Watchers Art I’m pointing the black bone at you you disrespecting piece of 
nothing 
 
Jodie McBride You do not get to dictate how the oldest surviving culture on earth evolves. You just 
love to disrespect our people, get us worked up then cry poor me when you get ripped! 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare Racquel Kerr has been banned, for spamming. We are also 
banning everyone else who keeps posting the same comment/reply over and over again. As well as 
those who use filthy language, post abusive comments and threats of violence. They were warned, but 
cannot learn. So we are cleaning the page up. 
 
Freda Ballantyne CLEANING UP? SOUNDS ABOUT WHITE 
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Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art thank you V for your efforts to maintain decorum. It is a 
great shame that a page such as this can be infiltrated by those with nothing but ill feeling toward 
others. Please continue your amazing art. 
 
Rod Morrison These mixed race agitators are forever on the victim bandwagon.  
This type of instrument in some form has been used by many accident cultures and appears to be 
recent in Australia, perhaps when the contemporary aboriginals migrated and colonised taking over 
the country from previous groups. 
Description: The didgeridoo is a wind instrument. The didgeridoo was developed by indigenous 
peoples of northern Australia, likely within the last 1,500 years and is now in use around the world. It 
is a wooden trumpet "drone pipe" classified by musicologists as a brass aerophone. Wikipedia 
 
Anthony Phillips Rod Morrison which previous groups would that be, the ones that not one scientific 
authority recognise? 
But plenty of red necks trumpet it in an attempt to somehow justify their ancestors murderous crimes. 
 
Rod Morrison Anthony go research Haddon’s work cited by Mabo as his primary evidence in his land 
rights case.  
Races of Man is a good start …See more 
archive.org 
The races of man and their distribution : Haddon, Alfred… 
The races of man and their distribution : Haddon, Alfred C. (Alfred Cort), 1855-1940 : Free 
Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive 
 
Tèa Collins Go buy another wife Marty Phillip Hoare 

Daniel Armour Marty Phillip Hoare Mr White Australia again. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Daniel Armour you don’t like the beautiful sound of the didge?? 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare the proud Australian who orders women from overseas 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare you're the guy of kind to sell Australian land to the Chinese 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare McCarthy A Samuel that’s funny. All because a girl played the didge. Wow. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Actually McCarthy A Samuel I didn’t order one we did it the old fashioned way. 
We met, we dated, we fell in love. And here we are. How about you? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare McCarthy A Samuel https://youtu.be/NaBI1SqIhak 
youtube.com 
The most beautiful Didgeridoo player in the world ! "Ticki Stamasuri" 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare McCarthy A Samuel sending disgusting messages really doesn’t help your cause. 
You are really quite pathetic. 
 
PJ Cowdy I think if aboriginal men would focus on correcting their horrendous behaviour towards 
women, rather then abuse women for playing the dig, they’d probably find the world would actually 
respect them. 
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Anthony Phillips PJ Cowdy how many women were killed this year due to domestic violence? How 
many offenders were Aboriginal men? 
  
Feonah Rose PJ Cowdy let’s also look at dv stats in the white community then, what a ridiculously 
glib and uninformed comment to make, the issue is one of respect, again absent from your uninformed 
contribution 
 
PJ Cowdy Anthony Phillips Whats the percentage of Aboriginal men, who beat and sexually abuse 
women and children, compared to the rest? It’s completely degenerate behaviour 
 
PJ Cowdy Feonah Rose Go for it. The stats per capita show that it’s a massive problem for Aboriginal 
communities 
 
Daniel Armour PJ Cowdy any links or facts to go with your dribble? 
 
PJ Cowdy Straight from the government. Aboriginal women experience 2 x the number of deaths, 7 x 
the number of domestic violence, and 32 x the amount of hospitalisations as the rest of the country. 
Wow... Aboriginal men sure know how to treat their women. 
 
Courtney Mary PJ Cowdy there is a bigger problem with white trash dole bludging woman bashing 
unemployed breeders in this country, than the 13% of the population who are indigenous. 
 
PJ Cowdy https://www.aihw.gov.au/.../family.../contents/summary 
aihw.gov.au 

Family, domestic and sexual violence in Australia, 2018, Summary - Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare 

Adam Harris PJ Cowdy fuck U fucktard don't comment on things U know nothing about U fuckin 
Muppet 
 
Rose Davis PJ Cowdy you are a horrible man and a stupid one as well, just like the low brow woman, 
that thinks it’s ok to play the Didgeridoo! 
 
PJ Cowdy Courtney Mary Oh of course. Let’s ignore the horrendous treatment of Aboriginal women 
by Aboriginal men.. you’re a degenerate 
 
PJ Cowdy Courtney Mary And comments like yours are why the disproportionate domestic violence 
against aboriginal women by aboriginal men, will continue. Hide your head in the sand without 
understanding the problem 
 
PJ Cowdy It’s really sad watching the stupidity of the comments here. People who are not intelligent 
enough to understand to treatment of aboriginal women is a huge problem. The ability to read 
statistics of government websites and relate them to the degenerate behaviour of aboriginal males, is 
lacking immensely. 
 
PJ Cowdy If you don’t understand that this is a bigger problem than in the rest of the country, you’re 
brain is fried.  
Aboriginal women experience 2 x the number of deaths, 7 x the number of domestic violence, and 32 
x the amount of hospitalisations as the rest of the country.  
If you can’t understand this, you shouldn’t be commenting and embarrassing yourself. 
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Haze Blak Given that over half your responses are angry with your post, and a high number of them 
are Aboriginal, there appears to be a clear message that your post is culturally offensive and 
distressing to Aboriginal Australians. You may want to take this onboard are your page appears 
culturally offensive. 
 

Marty Phillip Hoare Haze Blak https://youtu.be/NaBI1SqIhak 

youtube.com 
The most beautiful Didgeridoo player in the world ! "Ticki Stamasuri" 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare how you pay for that street meat... Looks cheap as fuck 
 
Tèa Collins What website did you buy your wife from Marty Phillip Hoare 
 
McCarthy A Samuel I bet he illegal smuggled her over in a box 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art This too is brilliant https://youtu.be/_cg_IfaD1C0 
youtube.com 
Debra Wilson of MadTV plays Didgeridoo 
 

Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art the sound is amazing. So mesmerising. Wow. 

 
Mark McMurtrie Marty Phillip Hoare So VERY insulting to Culture and Lore a female playing the 
Yidaki is an extreme offence.....but hey - it isn't as though white fellas know how to show respect to 
Tribal concepts....too ignorant it appears.... 
 
Leonina Arismendi Damn Marty the dirty hippie won’t fuck you any faster for white knighting   how 
embarrassing 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art And this one is quite intriguing 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KSyVYUfdbQw&feature=youtu.be 
youtube.com 
didgeridoo Adèle 

Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art and she was only 30 at the time and had been 
playing for 10 years. Wow. She’s so clever. 

Rādhikā Arti Vita Daniel Armour Mr White Australia who wants to live like a White King in 
Vietnam! 
 
Tony Tee How are the Australia day plans going .Are the indigenous going to burn the Australian flag 
and chant "fuck Australia burn it to the ground".. couldn't think of a better way to guarantee a "no" 
vote if we are called up for a referendum ..Everyone has their opinion. I can respect other peoples 
opinion even if I disagree completely. ..but, swearing and threatening someone will have them 
showing no respect at all. 
 
Tony Tee Rose Davis Yes.. The left love free speech as long as the topic suits their agenda. .Anything 
else is intolerable and the accusations of racism, bigoted and all the associated phobias come to the 
surface. .. 
Do not know how they can sleep at night. 
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Marty Phillip Hoare Daniel Armour I’m actually slightly caramel coloured. There’s some talk that one 
of our naughty ancestors may have had a sneaky dalliance with a Mediterranean chap many 
generations back. Hence my not so white white skin. What’s your excuse? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Rādhikā Arti Vita with all of the racist nonsense going on in Australia do you 
blame me for choosing to live elsewhere? 
 
Mark McMurtrie Rod Morrison Mabo has nothing to do with the mainland....the Torres Strait 
Islanders are a people unto themselves as depicted by their own "flag" etc....as you rightly reference - 
"melonesian"... 
 
Mark McMurtrie Further, your reference to the "drone pipe" is not a reference to a Yidaki which is a 
Ceremonial instrument....but hey - never let facts fuck up a good yaqrn eh ! 
 
Rod Morrison Mark your 100% correct mate. Mabo presented Haddon’s work in the High Court to 
prove exactly what you stated ! Haddon’s work describes many cultural groups. 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Look out he's a big "Bikie" 
 
Rod Morrison Why be petty and attack individuals when you could be having an adult debate   
 
Dane Reece Rod Morrison you’re a soldier fuck off your words means nothing 
 
Theresa Campbell Fact one U R JUST BEING WARNED WITH THE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT  
IF U DONT WANT TO LISTEN U R OPEN TO PUNISHMENT  
DO BLACK PPL CARE U DISRESPECTFUL Sure BUT NOT TO US IN GENERAL  
We just don’t want u punishment for something u take for love is ignorance  
Fact one u r asking PAIN N SUFFERING TO ENTER UR LIFE DONT fucking cry when ur family 
get there Heart cut out or their eyes   get stripped out  
Or ya baby Gets killed in a car accident boofucking hoo ya could of prevented this  
 
Samir Shah Fck...This page is more deadlier then an Iraq / Iran war :] just got shot twice ...wonder 
how come there is so much of hatred in people....? and Bullying / racism////.....i mean if you dont like 
it you can just leave...why bring out other frustations on her ....i really feel sorry for the comments so 
many filled with hatred are posting...and what Vesna Tenodi is going through ...seems like a Witch 
Hunt from the 18th century ..... 

Lindell White a sick phsyco...get your head examined ....Witch 

Samir Shah fly away on your broom to hell where you belong Lindell White...some education your 
bringing to your kids and the world....did you get abused as a child that your venting your anger on 
anyone ? 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Samir Shah That's what people like these always do, to us and to everyone else 
they dislike. It can be for putting a few dots together, or using a word they claim "belongs to them", or 
writing an archaeological article, or post a photo of an ancient pre-Aboriginal rock painting - anything 
can trigger their hate and they go into such frenzy. 
 
Tèa Collins HOW DISGUSTING AND DISRESPECTFUL! 

Marty Phillip Hoare Tèa Collins https://laoutback.com/pages/women-playing-didgeridoo 

laoutback.com 
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Women Playing Didgeridoo 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Tèa Collins if you are a fan of the didge you’ll love listening to this.  
https://youtu.be/NaBI1SqIhak 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare fuck up you dog... Trust a white man to mail order a bride 
overseas bet you fuck all the little kids there to 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare I seen your misso in the street meat section on pornhub 
 
Ian-Eban Priestly Nothing but parasites on this sacred land!! 
 
Carol Khan Rod Morrison where are your sources and don't imagine yourself to be 'of pure race', there 
is no such thing. Oh of course unless we cite the Klu Klux Klan, which you are obviously a member 
of. 

Rod Morrison Lol nothing pure about my bloodline. 
My reference: Haddon who’s work is recorded as primary evidence tabled by Mabo’s Defence 
team in his High Court argument on Land Rights. 
I suggest to do your own research as clearly your not going to except mine !  
Races of Man is a good start. 

 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare cheap street meat 
 
Tèa Collins Go buy another wife mate 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare had to order a feeble minded 3rd world piece of shit mail 
order bride.. cause ya old breakin away hey mate 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare did you have to smuggle her over in a box through the 
jungle 
 
Vanessa Brown Marty Phillip Hoare she will get what's coming to her, real bad. Shop Shut. 
 
Rod Morrison “Go by another wife mate” 
Funny coming from people claiming to be from a culture that practiced multiple wives, child brides to 
elders, wife swapping and pack rape. Stole women from other mobs, stole white women and held as 
slaves, traded women for goods or sent their women to have sex with visitors in return for food and 
tobacco. 
Such moral high ground. 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Rod Morrison sounds like the guy of kind to order a wife 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Big ol tough Bikie.. don't start shit with him 
 
Tèa Collins McCarthy A Samuel oh yeah probably shouldn't he might take me for a boot ride 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Tèa Collins yeah might smoke meth and Rob ya..fuckin bikies 
 
Dane Reece McCarthy A Samuel haha spot on 
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McCarthy A Samuel All the fuckin bikies are the same 
 
Dane Reece Rod Morrison holy shit dude. Go to hell suit 
 
Dane Reece Rod Morrison I suppose you pride yourself on the justification of killing others? Fuck 
you and fuck your occupation . No tears for dead soldiers 
 
PJ Cowdy Tèa Collins We could learn how Aboriginal women experience 2 x the number of deaths, 7 
x the number of domestic violence, and 32 x the amount of hospitalisations as the rest of the country. 
Aboriginal men are a disgrace 
 
Maynard Rose Why are you disrespecting our ppl for are you all there in the head or what.. even 
aussies know women cant play the didg so why the f,,, are you doin it..you are a complete disgrace 
theres no art in this at all 
 
Dymphna Smith HERESY 
 
TeHamua Nikora Let me get this straight.... 
You don’t care that you have no right to play that sacred instrument and you don’t also don’t care that 
the people whose culture it is have told you so? 
Is that about right? 

Marty Phillip Hoare TeHamua Nikora you’re a bit wrong there.  
I don’t play the didge. Although I’ve tried I found it incredibly difficult.  
Are you against equality of the sexes? 

Tèa Collins No she just has respect and knows that what your doing is wrong   
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare don't talk about equal cunt you smuggled your woman over 
in a box 
 
Valerie Evans Marty Phillip Hoare It is just so wrong seeing a female playing the didge, equality has 
nothing to do with respect 
 
Courtney Mary Marty Phillip Hoare are you a bigot who disrespect the culture and traditions of 
others? Yes! 
 
Tony Tee TeHamua Nikora Respecting anothers culture doesn’t bound you to follow that culture.. 
 
Courtney Mary Tony Tee sounds about white..... 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Valerie Evans you say you respect women but don’t support equality of the 
sexes??  
How does the work exactly? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Courtney Mary your hypocrisy is at fever pitch. You’re screaming at me because 
women play a wind instrument. What happened to equality of the sexes, or maybe you’re one of those 
who think women should stay in the kitchen. Very odd. 
 
Tony Tee Courtney Mary a proud white man of Irish and English clan heritage... 
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McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare you smuggled your wife over in a box 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare McCarthy A Samuel Smuggled her over to where exactly?  
You really are quite silly. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Lindell White works for some.  
https://youtu.be/NaBI1SqIhak 
youtube.com 
The most beautiful Didgeridoo player in the world ! "Ticki Stamasuri" 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare your dungeon cunt 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Lindell White is that how you communicate in your community? You really 
should wash your mouth out with soap sweetie. 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare dirty street meat 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare living in dirty cum stained apartments 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Marty Phillip Hoare you find misso suckin dick down and alleyway for 5 baht 
and thought she's the one 
 
TeHamua Nikora Marty Phillip Hoare sorry? Who pushed your button, dick face? 
Fuck off 
 
McCarthy A Samuel Needa throw out into the mish see how long you get act with talkin like this 
mad.. Marty Phillip Hoare you old dog you can get it too smuggled your women over in a box 
 
Hannah Nelson Cassandra Edwards wow 
 
Courtney Mary Since when is it culturally appropriate for women to play the didgeridoo!?!? 

Marty Phillip Hoare Courtney Mary https://youtu.be/NaBI1SqIhak 

youtube.com 
The most beautiful Didgeridoo player in the world ! "Ticki Stamasuri" 
 
TeHamua Nikora Wanjina Watchers Art fuck up, you self centred, entitled, thieving arse hole bee-
arch 
 
Julz Kelly Birds of a feather flock together. It takes one loony to know another. You started this with 
your blatant and angry disrespect for our Culture. Did you think we wouldn't react to your maniacal 
racist rantings. Your page has already been reported for a number of breaches of Community 
Standards. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Julz Kelly yeah, it’s pretty loony to be so upset about a female blowing in 
to a musical instrument. 

Julz Kelly Marty Phillip Hoare you're as mad as she is       
 
Alice Whitby Marty Phillip Hoare cause it’s not a fucking female instrument what part of that do you 
pair of dumb assholes not get? 
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Jimmy Russell Alice Whitby so what is a female only instrument? Culture is bullshit. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare And their silly accusations of "racism" go to show how 
this reverse-racism - Aboriginal hate for non-Aboriginal Aussies - has poisoned our country. 
 
Alice Whitby Wanjina Watchers Art you really are fucking stupid...... I am both races ..... it’s YOU 
that has caused all this and your blaming us for the hate      ok black fella wanna be   
 
Dodge Hedlam Wanjina Watchers Art For real though. You should get a mental health check. Or can 
someone refer her to a mental health clinic. Im not even joking. Or a priest ... She must be getting 
sung already    
 
Yidikha Honeysett Marty Phillip Hoare you ain't indigenes so why would you try to fit in with our 
culture when you have no connection to the land when infact your a tourist to us 
 
Yidikha Honeysett Marty Phillip Hoare just like how yous took over our land when we let you have a 
piece of it then yous got to greedy to selfish so yous took over by giving us shit with infected shit such 
us sheets clothes and other other stuff and rapping our women like the filthy animals your are 
 
Dodge Hedlam OMFG you need to go to a mental institution. Something is wrong with you. Leave 
our culture alone and follow your own. I can't fucking believe how delusional, stupid and lost you are. 
WTF!! 
 
Isaachar Moana Fraser Talluah Close Shay Fraser 
Look at this silly cunt!  
 
Kylie Hill WTF 

Jusst Bec Kylie Hill read the comments mum! Some of these dogs need a proper flogging! 

 
Te Ataarangi Whenua Waaka Keep reporting this post to FB on the grounds of cultural appropriation. 

Marty Phillip Hoare Te Ataarangi Whenua Waaka the racist and filthy abusive comments, and 
threats of violence from the nutter brigade on this thread have already been reported. 

Janeeka Amy Jean Marty Phillip Hoare nice mail order bride there, mutt. Go get an actual life instead 
of trolling Facebook. 
 

Marty Phillip Hoare Janeeka Amy Jean you’re obviously comfortable with racism when it’s not 
directed at your kind.  
 

Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare Yes, so the time has come to start banning the offenders. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art banning and reporting. 
 
Ed Swanzey - - - PLEASE WAKE UP, FOLKS - - - 
.....For some reason, people seem to think of the "didgeridoo" as an Australian aboriginal invention. It 
is NOT! Log "horns" have been around for thousands of years, and have evolved into serious musical 
instruments, many places in the world, where they are still played on a daily basis! There are even 
concerti written for them. And are they primitive? Not at all! Depending on the the design of their 
area, they can be brave-sounding, soulful, very melodic, and powerful, a delight to listen to. And are 
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there sex-related playing restrictions (stupid taboos)? Only in certain tribes in Australia, and this 
seems to be debatable. 
.....Log horns are of great value, because of their ability to be heard over long distances, and 
frequently were (are are) used for signaling. Their very low frequency makes them audible for long 
distances. Use of these instruments is found on nearly every continent, and they are the basis of 
modern band and orchestra horns. 
.....Please note that I am a classically trained musician, performing on several instruments. Further, I 
believe true knowledge of history is important to modern living, and false history is, in my opinion, 
criminal. 
Here is an example of log horn playing. These horns are usually called Alphorns, because this style is 
used in the European Alps: 
Bavarian Music with Alphorns 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7npZ9JdVkaY 
 

Amira Thompson Thankyou so much for that comment. Yes I kinda knew it's existed 
everywhere, but ignorant people like part Aboriginals always want to 'claim anything' just for 
the sake of bashing our modern society. Amazing that those ignorant people DON'T want to 
live a hunter gatherer life anymore....       

Michael Dalton Ed Swanzey you dumb fuck um where the oldest culture in the world 
 
De Nia Styla Amira Thompson YOUR JUST ABOUT PROFIT,SO DON'T TALK LIKE YOUR 
SOME ANGEL. AS FOR HORN BLOWING & A DIDGIRIDOO ,THEY ARE TWO DIFFERENT 
THINGS. GO DO YOUR RESEARCH BETTER. THEY MAY BE SIMILAR BUT SO IS A 
CHICKEN & ROOSTER BUT THEY ARE STILL ARE NOT YHE SAME. 
 
De Nia Styla Ed Swanzey Amira Thompson YOUR JUST ABOUT PROFIT,SO DON'T TALK LIKE 
YOUR SOME ANGEL. AS FOR HORN BLOWING & A DIDGIRIDOO ,THEY ARE TWO 
DIFFERENT THINGS. GO DO YOUR RESEARCH BETTER. THEY MAY BE SIMILAR BUT SO 
IS A CHICKEN & ROOSTER BUT THEY ARE STILL ARE NOT YHE SAME. 
 
Ed Swanzey De Nia Styla You are wrong, but that's normal for people of your low education and 
intelligence. Didgeridoo and the other log-horn playing is basically the same. Didgeridoo playing is 
just not nearly as evolved as the other instruments. In a word, "primitive". It still hasn't achieved 
harmonic recognition. The horn playing of the Taiwanese natives is much more sophisticated, as is 
that of the Central and South American natives. Go get some schooling. - - - 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Ed Swanzey Amira Thompson As you can see, this type of people doesn't 
respond well to any reasonable and intelligent explanation. All they want is to keep venting their 
anger and hate. 
 
Candy Anderson Wanjina Watchers Art as I said before, you are not leading and living in light and 
love. You are out of your depth and a racist person at heart. I am a young Aboriginal woman who has 
almost completed a law degree. I have just returned from the Kimberley after sitting down with my 
family for ceremony. My old people are wise, forgiving and not angry or hateful in the way you 
describe it. That is you and you are projecting your lies and deceit because you have nothing else. You 
are shameless and lacking in honesty and integrity. So very sad 
 
Natalie Cji Wanjina Watchers Art google let me know what type of person you are, dont need to make 
assumptions on the type of person you are cause the same stuff has been said to you over 10 years ago 
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De Nia Styla Ed Swanzey I been uni , I got a degree & studied the indigenous culture & history as 
well as many other Cultures. As for your typical go google it Answer. Go google some RESPECT will 
your at it. ONCE AGAIN DUM ASS A ORANGE & MANDARIN ARE SIMILAR BUT STILL 
NOT THE SAME. AS YOU EVEN SAID THE WORD SIMILAR. THAT WAS MY POINT THEY 
ARE NOT THE SAME. SO YOU NEED TO READ BETTER RATHER THAN JUST JUMPING 
INTO A COME BACK. YOU GET REBOUNDS LIKE THAT. 
 
De Nia Styla Amira Thompson MARTY STOP MAKING FAKE PROFILE WHILE CALLING 
OTHERS FAKE LOLLLLL 
 
De Nia Styla Michael Dalton they are using this post to try to prove in a potion by the sounds of it that 
indigenouse people use violence to express anger. This is rich coming from white people but I 
recommend we don't bite the poison Apple. You know these kind of people always have a hidden 
agenda & I know they have one otherwise they wouldn't be all over this post like shit on flies. Typical 
white   behaviour.   like rats. 
 
Ed Swanzey You got a degree? Whooee! You can't even write in English. Must have been a sad 
school you went to - - - 
 
Michael Dalton De Nia Styla yeah mate typical nazis 
 
De Nia Styla Ed Swanzey It was actually HAPPY & ONE OF THE BEST SCHOOLS. ED 
SWANZEY YOU SOUND LIKE A DISEASE WITH A NAME LIKE THAT. I CAN TELL YOU 
HAD IT HARD GROWING UP SO I LET YOU FEEL LIKE YA THE MAN. BITCH. 
 
Margaret Falzon Ed Swanzey haha idiot, then she should call it that. Stop stealing indigenous culture 
you vulture     
 
Amira Thompson De Nia Styla if you've been to uni one would expect you could spell    
 
Krissy Burford Morrison Wow what a biggest bunch of Bull S@@T. Gotta love a crazy dribble for a 
Friday morning. 
 
Daniel Clark Marty u n that crusty bitch can keep reporting me idgaf 
 
Michael Dalton Poor old Marty reporting me you little baby 
 
Natalie Cji http://nationalunitygovernment.org/.../stolen-wandjina... 

 
nationalunitygovernment.org 
The stolen Wandjina totem takes Cultural Appropriation to a new… 
The stolen Wandjina totem takes Cultural Appropriation to a new level | Sovereign Union - First 
Nations Asserting Sovereignty 

Michael Dalton Natalie Cji she’s a thief 
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Amira Thompson Michael Dalton if that's the case then you are a thief using a computer. silly 
 
Natalie Cji Amira Thompson gee your clever 
 
Natalie Cji Amira Thompson the article has her photo next to the words "stolen Wandjina totem", see 
the word "STOLEN" it isn't just our opinion anymore we have facts to back our claims. 
 
Natalie Cji Just Google her, she's been doing the same things with the same ignorant attitude for years 
but now expecting a different outcome  , elders have been letting her know what she does is wrong 
but she dont change 
 
Nic CC The irony here is that people are angry at Vesna for "theft" of culture, yet 36.8% of all persons 
held in Australian prisons for burglary offences in 2016 were Indigenous. She's not even taking 
anything physical, and instead is learning from aboriginal art and interpreting it in her own way, not 
even copying it. 

Natalie Cji Nic CC justify her however you please but while shes disrespecting the same way 
as 10 years ago, get any statistic you want cause Google has facts on Vesna also interesting to 
read 

Natalie Cji Nic CC you should read this article 
https://www.abc.net.au/.../kimberley-artists.../10813488 

   
abc.net.au 
'Create your own Wandjina' workshops anger Kimberley… 
'Create your own Wandjina' workshops anger Kimberley artists 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC It’s much more informative to read the vile comments on the “our” 
taxpayer-funded ABC’s Facebook page. ABC, as usual, tried to incite Aboriginal hate, and they are 
very good at it. It goes to show, again and again, that one they start their attacks and abuse, they 
simply cannot stop. Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama is also mentioned – she was established artist 
before white teacher Geoffrey Bardon went to Papunya in 1971 and taught the Aboriginal children to 
paint with dots. During her exhibition in Australia she was attacked for using "sacred dots" without 
Aboriginal "permission". She ignored them. As we all should. 
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKi.../posts/10156997488557156... 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC Just click on the text above the photo, to see those charming comments 
  
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKi.../posts/10156997488557156... 
 
Natalie Cji Nic CC justify how you want but she is a disresprecful person i took your advice read the 
vile comments and Vesnas comment bothered me 
 
Lyn Mills Nic CC the fuck that got anything to do with white cunts stealing our culture, maybe if our 
people were not displaced then our over representation in the criminal system wouldn't be so fucking 
high 
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Vesna Tenodi Happy, happy 2020 to all   
Thank you, friends, for your love and support   As for our detractors – who keep insulting us, making 
false claims and silly accusations, who just want to fight and to brawl – you’ve had your say. It’s a 
new decade, and about time for you to stop your nonsense. 
Just go home and do something useful with your lives. Blame it on me, and just move on. Oh, look, I 
am “stealing” again – this great song from my Hispanic friends... But since they are civilised people, I 
am sure they’ll appreciate it. 
Enjoy   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyHvyGVs42U 

 
youtube.com 
Luis Fonsi, Demi Lovato - Échame La Culpa (Video Oficial) 

Michael Dalton Vesna Tenodi go die in a hole 

Margaret Falzon Vesna Tenodi Go home to Croatia you low life thieving bitch. Insulting hahaha you 
my dear insult to the Max but you are so narcissistic and ignorant to even see it       
 
Ed Swanzey Faizon, you are a real champ! You've just taken the first-prize for stupidity. Where did 
you learn to use words like "narcissistic", without understanding its meaning. Go scrape your hides - -  
 
Vesna Tenodi Ed Swanzey Don't we just love Greek mythology   
 
PJ Cowdy Margaret Falzon More aboriginal filth. Way to keep showing the public who you really are 
 
Michael Dalton Do you dumb fuck know what the wanjina are they are sky people 
 
Lainie Baddz Stupid fucker! 
 
Margaret Falzon Anyone that follows you is a fuckwit to the 1000000 degree 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art And happy 2020 to our Aboriginal friends-turned-enemies. Dreamtime is over 
- it's time to wake up! And to change your violent ways. God bless  
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=P4mpTG1-dBc 

 
youtube.com 
Willie Nelson Remember Me ( I'm the One Who Loved You ♥ ) 

Katie Louise Leslie Wanjina Watchers Art shut up drifter..you need to wake up and have 
respect..you live in lala land 

Charly Anna Lindsay You are a sick, bitter and twisted individual. May 2020 actually bring you some 
of the love and light you so falsely claim now. 
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Burgess Sarra Is this woman the full quid .  
Honestly what is the matter with you you are running a hate page and proud of this .  
I think the media need to be made aware of this .  
Hundreds of reports by so many to Facebook .  
Why are you so horrible , Racist and nasty that's all I want to know .  
Are you of sound mind or do you suffer from a mental illness ? 
 
Mon Krypto Munoz Oh Fuck off attention seeking cunt 
 
Ian-Eban Priestly Wanjina Watchers Art fuck off you parasite. Absolute pathetic excuse for a human. 
I hope 2020 is full of bad luck and sorrow hahaha 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Hope you get bad karma for messing with culturally significant stuff...stuff you 
have no idea about because if you did youd have respect for it..clearly your not understanding of what 
real respect is..we get it ok, you like to make Anoriginal people upset...good job looser 
 
Ed Swanzey I see a real problem here - with the "Native" people; They are demanding "respect", and 
don't even know what the word means!!! 
.....I have worked with "Native People" all around the world, many of them gained my respect by 
working hard to improve, not only their own society, but the society that chance threw them into. I see 
so many Australian natives mouthing off about how badly they're treated, and not even taking one step 
to improve themselves or society. For your group of people I have zero respect!!! There are many of 
us out here, not Australians, who are affected by your stupidity, because they deny us of our rights to 
honest research, and to the benefits (to everyone - including YOU) to be gained by that research and 
artistic expression. I don't have a great deal of hope for you, unless you change your views on life. 
The ones you have are worthless!!! 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you need to have respect for your European side of yourself 
silly 
 
Amira Thompson Ed Swanzey it would be funny if it weren't so serious that so many white people say 
they are natives   . they don't even know how basic it was to live an Aboriginal life. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson excuse me you thing..i am 100 percent proud of every part of 
my identity. You dont know what blood flows through my vains but im glad its none of your ugly 
bloodline, nasty person. Shut the fu*k up, you dont know me! My non Aboriginal side are so fuc*ing 
proud of me for being proud to be Aboriginal so who are you fu*k face..learn to keep your thoughtless 
remarks up your arse 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson your the SILLY bitch.. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson shut your uneducated face mutt...you jealous me and my people 
got a deeper connection to this land you know nothing spirituallly of..you are beyond narragar, 
womba, gwangi, nothing but a booglar head.. 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie filthy mouth 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson big shot 
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Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you don't have any more connection to this land than me. You'd 
find it interesting to have a DNA test done through ancestry. Try to act civilized and stop the filthy 
mouth comments. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson Actually there isnt any use, no Aboriginal dna in the data 
mate...you wanna start crap big mouth, face shit now mate...You will obviously never understand my 
connection to this land because you are not Aboriginal, your peoples stories and beginnings come 
from some other country..dont deny your connection to your own ancestors country and land, thats 
where you will be dna connected...Im Gamilaroi and Mandandanji but you wouldnt know my country 
and by my country i mean where my people come from in this land they call Australia..there are 
hundreds of countries on this land and languages that connect to this land and the "lore" of the land 
not white mans law, traditional tribal law that connects us to our own country..anyway 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Ed Swanzey frig off 
.all a bunch of fools..leave our cultue alone for once, fuc*ed it up enough already..you are a odiot 
too..like Amira Thompson two loosers biggest time..poor little racists 
 
Jayde Douglas Isaako Summers U need ur guts kicked In stupid cunt. And to think of aboriginals like 
that NOT all of them a bad. U must be kicking back with some mission breeds. Anywho be for u 
wanna be a keyboard tuff old girl I hope your hands are as fast as your mouth.... 
 
Michelle Ann Wanjina Watchers Art what a hate filled horrible person you are! 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you need to get educated. you said ''where my people come 
from in this land they call Australia''. Poor girl ….the first people to call our land were the 
British...yes your ancestors. Get educated. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson look keep talking all the shit you like..ill always respect my 
culture and thats why i live it every damn day...unlike your lost self. Its a shame you are the way you 
are, you feel you need to pick on me? Go for it, im use to racist loosers like you, cop it allllll the 
time...i feel sorry you feel the way you do..Where are you from? Definetly not here ay! I will forever 
have a connection to this land you will never understand..thats ok....hope you find some peace within 
yourself..remember a coffee with or without milk is still coffee, a fair or dark skin Aboriginal person 
is still Aboriginal- maybe you wont get that  
 
Jaydon Glover Someone find out where she lives and post her address so we can go waste this cunt. 
 
Michael Dalton Hopefully this bitch will get sung or the bone pointed at her hopefully she get a visit 
during the night 

Amira Thompson the bone will automatically turn to you. that's what is happening spiritually 
now. 

Wendy Berick kharma is a biatch Martty Plop Hore haha no words needed our Ancestors are watching 
Yarrang Murrupuk yarrang murrupuk 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare "kharma is a biatch"? Can you figure out what they are 
trying to say? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wendy Berick spooky. Ooh ahh. 
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Mon Krypto Munoz Wanjina Watchers Art you do realise no one is going to buy your art with your 
smart arse comments? Lovely business ethics, enjoy your juju 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art I’m guessing they are referring to the serpent god or some 
such nonsense.  
A female playing a didge. Hahahhahah 
That serpent must be sick of receiving text messages from these fakers. 
 
Mon Krypto Munoz Tania Hunter-Haines look at this fella 
 
Wendy Berick Wanjina Watchers Art obviously don’t have a life you poor pathetic thing poor poor 
thing 
 
Mon Krypto Munoz Marty Phillip Hoare I'm not the one defending a disrespectful white women 
trying to profit off the first nation people but then again, wouldn't expect much from someone with a 
mail order bride 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wendy Berick and here’s you taking time out of your very busy and exciting life 
to comment. Well done you! 
 
Christelle BC Marty Phillip Hoare shut up, Marty Phillip Whore 
 
Debra Fernando Marty Phillip Hoare I will never be your sweetie. I have to much respect for my 
peoples customs which you people are so afraid of we lead beyond the 21st Centenary. Your 21st 
Centenary is a white construct This is the most ignorant, uneducated, racist page I have ever seen, 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare And look where the most toxic comments are coming 
from - the bunch of people who've been profiting off our generosity and goodwill for decades, without 
giving anything in return - except their anger and hate. 
 
Mon Krypto Munoz Marcus Somers   
 
Debra Fernando Wanjina Watchers Art what a joke 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Debra Fernando so why are you on this page commenting such nonsense 
sweetie? 
 
Wendy Berick Marty Phillip Hoare one second out of my life dhelkunya murrupuk from what you i 
can see you don’t have a life you on here 24 7  
Poor thing poor thing don’t don’t don’t have a real life such a poor thing drp that bitten lip poor poor 
thing  
Racquel Kerr 
Tash Kalina Carter 
Cassie Leatham Fisher 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wendy Berick that’s actually quite comical. As I’m typing this comment I’m 
sitting in my balcony having a smoke. I’ve just finished peeling some lovely big prawns (don’t worry, 
I didn’t take them from YOUR waters). I’ve made a lovely cheese and garlic sauce and am about to 
pop them in the oven. On top of that I’m helping my little one with her homework. And today, well 
I’ve actually been quite busy doing work stuff, having a bit of a tidy up around the house and 
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preparing a few lessons for my students. After dinner I’ll do the dishes. Tidy up the kitchen. Make 
sure the homework is all done. Maybe then, I’ll sit down and watch a bit of TV. Now, tell us about 
your day! Was it busy down there at Centrelink? 
 
Debra Fernando Marty Phillip Hoare Being a "real First Nations Woman" this page was brought to my 
attention. I now see the absolute crap this page is I believe it needs to be shut down. Every time you 
say sweetie I feel like I need to throw up. You remind me of those creepy old white men looking to 
rape one of our children, young girls. 
 
Christelle BC Debra Fernando i have confirmation that he is a sex offender 
 
Debra Fernando This whole page reeks of abuse a lot of very sick people run and support this page 
 
Tania Hunter-Haines Mon Krypto Munoz Sickening isn't it   
 
Burgess Sarra Why has this page not been shut down ? It's nothing bar black hate and racist .  
My children are Aboriginal and no miss vesna they are not as you state #black .  
They are quite tanned .  
Who are you do seem yourself the colour police ?  
Your one rude insulting uneducated woman .  
Also note your business practises are unethical , and you have done nil bar slander your own 
reputation .  
What tourist wants to buy fake #black art made by a white girl and flogged off with dishonesty , 
tarnished by a immature racist woman's hands .  
Bet you don't state the artist is you not a actual indigenous Australian . And as for the dig go for it 
keep playing it yet be prepared to suffer the consequences as someone whom claims to be oh so 
spriritual surely you know the karma and bad negative vibes that will come your way . Don't say that 
hundreds on here haven't warned you just a arrogant , entitled rude racist woman . 
 
John Citizen Wanjina Watchers Art it means karma is a bitch, just trying to figure out who’s a bigger 
biatch at the moment 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare Look who is talking about privileges and misappropriation 
- a bunch of over-privileged, over-funded, and over-empowered people, who keep misappropriating 
everything that we have so generously been giving them. The mind boggles. 
 
Linda Geale Wanjina Watchers Art, I really can’t comprehend how racist you are. How do you 
survive. Were you a Nazi in a former life? 
 
Chelsea Knight Wanjina Watchers Art overfunded? How so? Any proof for your wild claims or are 
we to take your word as gospel? 
 
Cory Morris Green Wanjina Watchers Art what have you so generously given Aboriginal people. 
Nothing. You are a pathetic culture vulture. You do nothing but steal from people to profit yourself. 
That's your real culture. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare A message worth reading.  
 
It's the end of the year and it's time to reflect. Throughout the year (like other years) we hear that 
Aboriginal people are victims of endless racism. Of course, whenever such claims are made, no 
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examples of alleged racism are given, or if any examples are given, they often require an Olympic 
gold medal standard of mental gymnastics to see any racism. Racism against some Aboriginal people 
exists for sure, but not in the quantities blactivsits would have you believe. It is not systemic.  
 
Now if you know of a shop that refuses to serve Aboriginal people because they are Aboriginal, now's 
your chance to expose them. If you know of an organisation/business that refuses to hire Aboriginal 
people because they are Aboriginal, now's your chance to expose them. If you know of a school where 
the teachers or student mistreat Aboriginal students, now is your chance to expose them. 
 
For those who insist that racism is the big culprit holding Aboriginal people back, you are part of the 
problem. 
 
Tony Dillon 
 

Maarama Kamira Marty Phillip Hoare And who the fuck is Tony Dillon? Oh wait...yes...a 
black fella who hates himself and his people 

 
Warren Ngarrae Foster Marty Phillip Hoare go back to Whatever rock you crawled from under you 
poor pathetic excuse for a human being your lower then a earth worm  
YOU PROBABLY GO TO ASIA TO MOLEST THE LITTLE KIDS OVER THERE YOU LOOK 
LIKE A FUCKING PEDO WITH YOUR MAIL ORDER BRIDE SO SHUT THE FUCK UP WITH 
YOUR STUPIDITY YOU SICK PATHETIC RACIST FUCKER, YOUR A TROLL MATE, 
TRYING TO BE A GOOD CITIZEN BUT YOUR A POXY RACIST PERSON AND YOU KNOW 
IT SAME AS ALL THE FUCKING RACIST ON HERE TALKING SHIT ABOUT OUR RACE....  
IT ALWAYS WAS AND ALWAYS WILL BE ABORIGINAL LAND ....... 
 
Vesna Tenodi Marty Phillip Hoare Thank you so much, for this important message, from one of the 
greatest Australian minds. It's time to reflect indeed     
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Maarama Kamira wrong again you hate filled bitter and twisted person. Tony is 
actually a well respected academic of note. I’m guessing you’re another one of the victim brigade he 
mentions in his article. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Vesna Tenodi you’re welcome. I thought it was quite appropriate for your page. 
 
Australians All at the Crossroads Maarama Kamira feeling hurt? 
 
Kazan Brown Marty Phillip Hoare lol well respect academic my arse the only people who listen to 
him are racist white people lol he only says it because he’s desperate to be accepted by white society 
because he thinks it makes him special 
 
Deej Kirra Maarama Kamira Dillon, Price and Mundine DO NOT speak for mob! They are toxic 
careerist coconuts who’ve all been shunned in their own communities due to their contributions to the 
ongoing oppression of our people. Don’t stress bro! These people will get what’s coming to them.  
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Deej Kirra here comes more racist abuse from the fakers. 
 
Tony Dillon Deej Kirra we've only been shunned by the victim brigade, you know, people like 
yourself who fail to find fault with our arguments (notice you provided no examples of faults here) 
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and need to hide behind insults like coconuts. While you make yourself look dumb you make us look 
good. 
Your mob (the victim brigade) speak for themselves and the message is always the same "we are 
victims of colonisation" "we are oppressed" "sovereignty never ceded" "Australia Day celebrations 
wound us." 
 
Tony Dillon If anyone thinks Deej Kirra and Maarama can substantiate their claims, I am taking bets 
now. 
 
John Citizen Tony Dillon can I ask who your mob is? 
 
Natalie Kyle No one respects Anthony Dillon the self hating half caste. He is delirious and 
twisted..maybe abused as a child... probably had the hate for Aboriginals beat into him..you'll have to 
try harder Marty. 
 
Tony Dillon John Citizen if you mean my Aboriginal ancestry, that is Kombumerri. 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown we are still taking bets. 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon go away Anthony don’t you have a family of a death in custody victim to 
Stalk online somewhere? Why am I not suprised you support this horrible women. 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown still losing, still sulking I see. People, I'm still taking bets if anyone wants 
to bet on Kazan or Maarama. And if ever I've stalked a family of a death in custody victim please 
provide some specific evidence. Is that another one of your lies? 
 
Tony Dillon does anyone think Kazan Brown can support this claim: "the only people who listen to 
him are racist white people lol he only says it because he’s desperate to be accepted by white society 
because he thinks it makes him special"? I'm taking bets now. 
 
John Citizen Tony Dillon do you live on your traditional land? 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon told you before Anthony I have no interest in conversing with you. That 
hasn’t changed. I don’t need to lie I’m sure Ms Dhu’s family will have plenty to say about your 
harrasment. I don’t sulk you dick, and I certainly don’t sit behind a screen and mouth off yet don’t 
acutually do anything like you. Don’t tag me I’m not interested in anything you have to say. 
 
Tony Dillon Maarama Kamira, Deej, and Kazan you seemed to be drowning - something the victim 
brigade excel in. 
 
Tony Dillon John Citizen irrelevant question. I live in Sydney. Like many of my Aboriginal family, 
we have moved around. 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon no I’m not drowning just better things to do then talk to a wanna be white 
man 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown "I have no interest in conversing with you." (translation, i have no 
answers).  
"and I certainly don’t sit behind a screen and mouth off " That's what you are doing now. 
"Don’t tag me I’m not interested in anything you have to say." Yet you join the conversation with "lol 
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well respect academic my arse the only people who listen to him are racist white people lol" Can you 
see how your lies make you like silly? 
"will have plenty to say about your harrasment. " yet there are no examples of the alleged harassment 
to be found. I wonder why? 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown why do you think so many people like you and your mates struggle to find 
fault with anything I have done? 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon what part of not interested don’t tag me do you not understand? 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown what part of "show some integrity" do you not understand? 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown " not interested" so why attack me and lie about me? It would seem you 
are very interested, at least up to the point where I embarrassed you. 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon don’t forget Anthony there currently are complaints being investigated 
against you I am happy to support those complaints if you continue to tag me after I have asked you 
not to. I like many other Indigenous people have no interest in the shit that spills from your mouth. 
I’m not the one who lacks Integrity lol. 
 
Kazan Brown Tony Dillon lol I’m not lying. You can deny all you want but many of us know the 
truth. Go crawl back under your rock and leave me alone. Embarrassed me?? Lol I think not. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Warren Ngarrae Foster silly silly fellow. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Kazan Brown you’re actually sitting behind a screen mouthing off right now. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Kazan Brown better things to do but you’re here anyway. Wow. 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown "but many of us know the truth." but you just can't seem to give any 
examples to back up your claims. 
"Embarrassed me?? Lol I think not." Well I would be very embarrassed if someone exposed me as a 
liar. I guess you must just be used to it by now. 
" a wanna be white man" Is that your idea of evidence? 
 
Tony Dillon Kazan Brown when you are being demolished online and have no answers, are you more 
likely to say "I am being demolished online and have no answers" or "Go crawl back under your rock 
and leave me alone"? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Tony I must apologise. I didn’t realise how vicious these people are. Would you 
like me to remove the post? These people are just atrocious individuals. 
 
Tony Dillon Does anyone think that Kazan Brown can provide any evidence for her claims against 
me? If so, I'm taking bets now. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Tony Dillon not a chance. 
 
Tony Dillon Marty Phillip Hoare leave the post. 
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Tony Dillon Marty Phillip Hoare imagine if they were just as 'motivated' when discussing the serious 
problems facing the Aboriginal population. And you know what those problems are and you know 
what would happen if I was to mention them here. 
 
John Citizen So interested to know what cultural education you’ve received? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Tony you’re 100% correct. I’ve made the same comment and got slammed for it. 
Unfortunately a female touching a didge seems to be more important to these people than REAL 
issues. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare John Citizen with the way you conduct yourself in a discussion I’m interested to 
know if you’ve had any education at all. 
 
Tony Dillon Marty Phillip Hoare and do you think on 26 January anybody will be protesting against 
those REAL issues? I think we both know the answer. Another lady (Kerri-Anne) dared to mention 
this and got attacked by the usual suspects. 
 
Natalie Kyle Marty who the hell you calling "these people"?!..what makes you think you have a say in 
Aboriginal issues in the first place?!. Piss off!. 
 
Tony Dillon Natalie Kyle what makes you think you can say who has a say in Aboriginal issues in the 
first place?!. Aboriginal affairs is everyone's business. Your permission is not needed for people to 
express their views, offer opinions, or help them. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Tony Dillon the anti-Australia day victim brigade will be out in full force from 
early next week. You can guarantee it. Now there’s a bet I will take lol. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Natalie Kyle “these people” on this page yelling abuse and hurling insults and 
because their intelligence is so low they have to use filthy disgusting language when doing so. These 
people, the ones throwing all the racist comments around while screaming about racism that doesn’t 
exist. You know the ones. These people right here. 
 
Natalie Kyle Not when it comes to constant trolling. And you might take a page outta your own book 
and stick to your self loathing somewhere were we don't have to see it. Tell you what?..why don't you 
two just pm each other and you can talk all the crap you want. 
 
John Citizen Marty Phillip Hoare I’m taking things quite slowly because judging by the thread , 
the intelligence you and your mates possess is subpar what’s needed to comprehend the conversation 
and the cultural sensitivity of the can of worms you’ve opened 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare If you don’t like what you see Natalie Kyle you could actually stop trolling and 
go off and PM with your buddies. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare John Citizen a can of worms, seriously? This thread is about a photo of a female 
looking to be holding and blowing in to a didge. You lot are up in arms over that? Wow. Sort of 
suggests the level of intelligence is quite low. Surely someone like you who professes to be so in tune 
with your culture would know that some mobs don’t give a fat rats who plays the didge. Surely you’ve 
got more pressing issues to concern yourself with. Surely! 
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Marty Phillip Hoare Natalie Kyle no self loathing here sweetie. Love the skin you’re in Nat, you’ll 
feel better for it. 
 
Natalie Kyle Nah Marty..do you think we Aboriginals would let you mob disrespect us?!. And no 
wonder, with people Anthony Dillon, one of the most hated and disrespected coconuts bar JP right up 
this page.. he's probably the lunatic running the whole damn page. 
 
Natalie Kyle So now your confusing me Marty..why are you defending what I said to Anthony 
Dillon?..must the same person hey?..talk about twisted. Anthony get some mental health help..your 
alter egos are taking over. 
 
Tony Dillon Natalie Kyle hated because I as the questions you don't like hearing. Hated because you 
struggle to find fault with any of my arguments.  
"Do you think we Aboriginals would let you mob disrespect us?!." The mob seem to be doing an 
excellent job of disrespecting themselves without anyone's help." 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare In a discussion with men from Groote Eylandt, Numbulwar and Gunbalanya it 
was agreed that there was no explicit Dreaming Law that women should not play Didgeridoo, it was 
more that women did not know how to. From Yirrkala, there are reports that while both boys and girls 
as young children play with toy instruments, within a few years, girls stop playing the instrument in 
public. There are reports that women engage in preparation of Didgeridoos for sale to tourists also 
playing instruments to test their useability. Reports of women playing the Didgeridoo are especially 
common in the Kimberley and Gulf regions the Westerly and Easterly extremes of it's distribution in 
traditional music. The Didgeridoo has only begun to be played in these areas this century where it 
accompanies genres originally deriving from Arnhem Land (Bunggurl) or the Daly region (Wangga, 
Lirrga and Gunborrg). 
 
John Citizen Marty Phillip Hoare i think you’ve done a mighty fine job of looking like an asshole 
 
Tony Dillon John Citizen well if that's true then maybe you should provide some evidence? How do 
you think you look when making claims you can't substantiate? 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare John Citizen you obviously haven’t taken the time to read the entire thread. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Tony Dillon Marty Phillip Hoare John Citizen was banned, and came back few 
minutes later as another fake profile, Ron Citizen. That profile was banned as well, but we see a 
number of thugs banned coming back with different names, repeating the same vulgar insults. Perhaps 
we should just let them yap, and deal with them when we come back from our break? 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Christelle BC is banned. For spaming and vulgarity. Whoever hides behind 
that fake profile is one of the most persistent offenders, posting the same vile insults over and over 
again. 
 
Nic CC I'm sorry you have had to put up with this constant racism and insults, just because you enjoy 
doing art. Other white artists who do Japanese art or other styles don't have to endure such horrid 
abuse. Maybe white people aren't allowed to play the bongos anymore because it's cultural 
appropriation? Maybe we're not allowed to use chopsticks either? No doubt most of these part-
aboriginal people abusing you culturally appropriated American Rap music and all of their lingo and 
street culture. Keep playing and keep doing whatever artwork makes you happy. 
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Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC Thank you for your lovely comment   You are so right. Japanese 
culture is sophisticated, Japanese people are courteous and noble - so you can only imagine how 
Yayoi Kusama felt when she had an exhibition in Australia a few years ago, and some Aborigines 
threatened to kill her, for using "sacred dots" without their "permission". 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC Also, other indigenous people are lovely, and able to appreciate 
European-based culture. There is more than seven million descendants of Maya living in 
Mezoamerica, when we use the motifs from their folklore they say "thank you". There are more than 
two million descendants of the Aztec living in Mexico, when we use their symbols they are delighted. 
It's only Australian Aborigines that make such silly claims and become aggressive and violent as 
evidenced on this thread. We are still trying to figure out why they hate us so much. Some say it's 
greed and land-claims, some say they have become over-privileged, over-financed, over-empowered 
thugs, who simply don't know how to stop. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC And many thanks for encouragement, we'll certainly keep creating 
great art referenced to Australian prehistory, and playing didgeridoo that we love so much. We feel it 
is our duty to protect non-indigenous artists who have been terrorised and abused for decades. Enough 
is enough. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC Happy, happy 2020     
 
Nic CC If we want to have a real conversation, we must enter the same space, adjusting ourselves to 
match the other. We create that neutral space through mutual imitation. If she is walking a mile in first 
nations peoples shoes, living their art - this is a good thing? 
 
Nic CC Why would you want to limit this woman (non-indigenous) deny her from deeply imaging 
each other, to say a white person should not do a black persons art, you are forbidding this person 
from conjecturing themselves into the landscape of the other person, to try and live out their 
experience to the best of their imaginative ability, maybe one that can be communicated with other 
people? 
 
Nic CC The irony here is that people are angry at Vesna for "theft" of culture, yet 36.8% of all persons 
held in Australian prisons for burglary offences in 2016 were Indigenous. She's not even taking 
anything physical, and instead is learning from aboriginal art and interpreting it in her own way, not 
even copying it. 
   
Natalie Cji Nic CC you should read this article 
https://www.abc.net.au/.../kimberley-artists.../10813488 

   
abc.net.au 
'Create your own Wandjina' workshops anger Kimberley artists 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC It’s much more informative to read the vile comments on the “our” 
taxpayer-funded ABC’s Facebook page. ABC, as usual, tried to incite Aboriginal hate, and they are 
very good at it. It goes to show, again and again, that one they start their attacks and abuse, they 
simply cannot stop. Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama is also mentioned – she was established artist 
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before white teacher Geoffrey Bardon went to Papunya in 1971 and taught the Aboriginal children to 
paint with dots. During her exhibition in Australia she was attacked for using "sacred dots" without 
Aboriginal "permission". She ignored them. As we all should. 
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKi.../posts/10156997488557156... 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Nic CC Just click on the text above the photo, to see those charming comments  
https://www.facebook.com/ABCKi.../posts/10156997488557156... 
 
Lyn Mills Nic CC the fuck that got anything to do with white cunts stealing our culture, maybe if our 
people were not displaced then our over representation in the criminal system wouldn't be so fucking 
high 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Nic CC shut up 
 
Vesna Tenodi Happy, happy 2020 to all   
Thank you, friends, for your love and support   As for our detractors – who keep insulting us, making 
false claims and silly accusations, who just want to fight and to brawl – you’ve had your say. It’s a 
new decade, and about time for you to stop your nonsense. 
Just go home and do something useful with your lives. Blame it on me, and just move on. Oh, look, I 
am “stealing” again – this great song from my Hispanic friends... But since they are civilised people, I 
am sure they’ll appreciate it. 
Enjoy   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyHvyGVs42U 

 
youtube.com 
Luis Fonsi, Demi Lovato - Échame La Culpa (Video Oficial) 
 
Margaret Falzon Vesna Tenodi Go home to Croatia you low life thieving bitch. Insulting hahaha you 
my dear insult to the Max but you are so narcissistic and ignorant to even see it       
 
Ed Swanzey Faizon, you are a real champ! You've just taken the first-prize for stupidity. Where did 
you learn to use words like "narcissistic", without understanding its meaning. Go scrape your hides - -  
 
Vesna Tenodi Ed Swanzey Don't we just love Greek mythology   
 
PJ Cowdy Margaret Falzon More aboriginal filth. Way to keep showing the public who you really are 
 
Michael Dalton Do you dumb fuck know what the wanjina are they are sky people 
 
Michael Dalton De Nia Styla yeah hopefully they’ll get cursed 
 
Lainie Baddz Stupid fucker! 
 
Margaret Falzon Anyone that follows you is a fuckwit to the 1000000 degree 
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De Nia Styla Margaret Falzon the sad thing is she makes an income from the indigenous 
cultures, traditions & art work but has no respect & is racist. WTF TYPICAL WHITE 
GREED. 

 

Wanjina Watchers Art And happy 2020 to our Aboriginal friends-turned-enemies. Dreamtime is over 
- it's time to wake up! And to change your violent ways. God bless   
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=P4mpTG1-dBc 

 
youtube.com 
Willie Nelson Remember Me ( I'm the One Who Loved You ♥ ) 
 
Mon Krypto Munoz Oh Fuck off attention seeking cunt 
 
Ian-Eban Priestly Wanjina Watchers Art fuck off you parasite. Absolute pathetic excuse for a human. 
I hope 2020 is full of bad luck and sorrow hahaha 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Hope you get bad karma for messing with culturally significant stuff...stuff you 
have no idea about because if you did youd have respect for it.. 
 
Ed Swanzey I see a real problem here - with the "Native" people; They are demanding "respect", and 
don't even know what the word means!!! 
 
.....I have worked with "Native People" all around the world, many of them gained my respect by 
working hard to improve, not only their own society, but the society that chance threw them into. I see 
so many Australian natives mouthing off about how badly they're treated, and not even taking one step 
to improve themselves or society. For your group of people I have zero respect!!! There are many of 
us out here, not Australians, who are affected by your stupidity, because they deny us of our rights to 
honest research, and to the benefits (to everyone - including YOU) to be gained by that research and 
artistic expression. I don't have a great deal of hope for you, unless you change your views on life. 
The ones you have are worthless!!! 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you need to have respect for your European side of yourself 
silly 
 
Amira Thompson Ed Swanzey it would be funny if it weren't so serious that so many white people say 
they are natives   . they don't even know how basic it was to live an Aboriginal life. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson excuse me you thing..i am 100 percent proud of every part of 
my identity. You dont know what blood flows through my vains but im glad its none of your ugly 
bloodline, nasty person. Shut the fu*k up, you dont know me! My non Aboriginal side are so fuc*ing 
proud of me for being proud to be Aboriginal so who are you fu*k face..learn to keep your thoughtless 
remarks up your arse 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson your the SILLY bitch.. 
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Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson shut your uneducated face mutt...you jealous me and my people 
got a deeper connection to this land you know nothing spirituallly of..you are beyond narragar, 
womba, gwangi, nothing but a booglar head.. 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie filthy mouth 
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you don't have any more connection to this land than me. You'd 
find it interesting to have a DNA test done through ancestry. Try to act civilized and stop the filthy 
mouth comments. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Ed Swanzey frig off 
.all a bunch of fools..leave our cultue alone for once, fuc*ed it up enough already..you are a odiot 
too..like Amira Thompson two loosers biggest time..poor little racists 
 
Jayde Douglas Isaako Summers U need ur guts kicked In stupid cunt.  
 
Amira Thompson Katie Louise Leslie you need to get educated. you said ''where my people come 
from in this land they call Australia''. Poor girl ….the first people to call our land were the 
British...yes your ancestors. Get educated. 
 
Katie Louise Leslie Amira Thompson you done with ya bullshit ignorance now? Feel good did it? 
Always was Always will be Aboriginal land... 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Amira Thompson Always was, is, and always will be our glorious country - as 
built by all of us Australians from 270 different nationalities   
 
Katie Louise Leslie Wanjina Watchers Art all them nationalities may be living on this land but 
nobody but my Aboriginal people have a cultural connection to it, simple really, no brainer.. 
 
Jaydon Glover Someone find out where she lives and post her address so we can go waste this cunt. 
 
Michael Dalton Hopefully this bitch will get sung or the bone pointed at her hopefully she get a visit 
during the night 
 
Anty Jen As an elderly person I find the disgusting language so upsetting, what is wrong with people? 
Can they no longer voice a simple point of view with out using gutter snipe words? It is so demeaning 
and so offensive and it brings shame to our people. Decent people shouldn’t be talking and swearing 
like that, it brings tears to my eyes that some can sink so low. 
 
Mick Carr Oi you retarded maggot where the fk are you from 
 
Zlatomir Vukovic Excellent      

Vesna Tenodi Merci, Zlatomir    

Amadeo Dujmović Live and Lead in Light and Love™, great 2020 campaign motto. 

 
*********************************************** 
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Repeat abusers Racquel Kerr (Racquel Buis-Kerr), Maia Letitia Cole, De Nia Styla, and 
Michael Conolly 
 
Racquel Kerr is employed by Parks Victoria. She posted the contact details of what she believed was 
his employer, inviting others to harass him, spamming the same post under different comments/replies 
especially to those who seem to be equally eager abusers. She started mocking our protected motto 
Love and Light™ and laughing at the warning that she’ll be reported to the authorities. Like many 
Aborigines, she obviously believes to be above the law, since they have “everyone in their pocket” as 
they often gloat. 
Divulging personal details is contrary to public servants code of conduct. 
Her employer has been notified. 
 
Maia Letitia Cole and De Nia Styla are good example of obsessive abusers, with Cole also kept 
sending death threats to the Wanjina Watchers Art inbox. 
They seem to be a fake profile, but their comments are typical . 
 
Nikita Charles Racquel Kerr look at this monstrosity.   ♀  

Racquel Kerr Nikita Charles makes me physically sick. And to think people agree with this 
   

Marty Phillip Hoare Racquel Kerr there’s medication for your tummy upset. 
  
Racquel Kerr Marty Phillip Hoare oh I’m so sorry!  
I seem to have lost my stomach medication amongst the fucks I have also seem to have lost for your 
opinion or it’s relevance. 
 
**************** 
 
Jodi Haines Marty Phillip Hoare oh dear patroniser! You wouldn’t know what we do...as your 
thoughts come from ignorance and racism so deep it blinds you, thanks for the opportunity to share, 
but No more time will be wasted on this as your thoughts are fixed in white privilege. 
 
Racquel Kerr Jodi Haines Just in case y’all are wondering our lovely friend Marty works for this 
company if y’all wanna screenshot his sexist and racist comments and send them to his employer. 

☺ڍ  Love and Light   
 
Vietnam global connect 
James Raussen  
Managing Partner  
James@vietnamglobalconnect.com 
 
****************  
 
Shelley RJht Drake Marty Phillip Hoare did a indigenous woman reject your advances?  
Is that why you are feeling the desire to oh so pleasant and respectful   
#WombaMuch 

Marty Phillip Hoare Shelley RJht Drake actually no. I’ve only ever had pleasant experiences 
with indigenous folk. That was until I came across some of you people.  

Shelley RJht Drake Marty Phillip Hoare folk haha  
Are you in some kind of psychotic delusion? 
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Racquel Kerr Shelley RJht Drake Just in case y’all are wondering our lovely friend Marty works for 
this company if y’all wanna screenshot his sexist and racist comments and send them to his employer. 

☺ڍ  Love and Light   
 
Vietnam global connect 
James Raussen  
Managing Partner  
James@vietnamglobalconnect.com 
 
**************** 
 
Joe Barnes-Hill This what respecting culture and healing country looks like in a modern sense 
www.savefortheplanet.com.au. 
 
What you are doing is appropriating and disrespecting thousands of years of culture and I ask that you 
reflect on this and reflect on what it means to talk on behalf of people and country before you choose 
to display your ignorance again. 

Racquel Kerr Joe Barnes-Hill Just in case y’all are wondering our lovely friend Marty works 
for this company if y’all wanna screenshot his sexist and racist comments and send them to his 
employer. ڍ☺  Love and Light   
 
Vietnam global connect 
James Raussen  
Managing Partner  
James@vietnamglobalconnect.com 

****************   
   
Bella Rose So many questions...... 
Why are you playing a didgeridoo when your whole page is in regards to Aboriginal culture? 
Surely you would know how disrespectful it is for a woman to play? 
Are you aboriginal yourself? 
Or are you just profiting of Aboriginal culture with no respect for culture itself? 
Super curious.... 

Racquel Kerr Bella Rose Just in case y’all are wondering our lovely friend Marty works for 
this company if y’all wanna screenshot his sexist and racist comments and send them to his 
employer. ڍ☺  Love and Light   
 
Vietnam global connect 
James Raussen  
Managing Partner  
James@vietnamglobalconnect.com   

Samantha Martin Bella Rose she won’t answer you, she’s an evil self righteous coward!! 
 
Rhondajean Towney She a fuken fake a European immigrant. she's been at it for yrs...used conned an 
old Elder with sex & a bottle of booze GAMMIN PERMISSION.TO USE THE IMAGE... 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Bella Rose I do hope you’re as vocal about more pressing issues occurring within 
aboriginal communities. 
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 Racquel Kerr Just in case y’all are wondering our lovely friend Marty works for this company if y’all 
wanna screenshot his sexist and racist comments and send them to his employer. ڍ☺  Love 
and Light   
 
Vietnam global connect 
James Raussen  
Managing Partner  
James@vietnamglobalconnect.com 

Racquel Kerr Nikita Charles Wendy Berick   

Wendy Berick Racquel Kerr who is Marty Bub inbox me   
 
**************** 
 
Kerr’s friends kept posting charming thoughts like these: 
 
Yidikha Honeysett Oii your the dumbest cunt aye 
 
Nora Young Are you fucked in the head? What do you know about the Aboriginal culture? Clearly 
nothing! In our culture women do not play the didgeridoo! You say Aboriginal people have hardened 
hearts, where is this coming from? Do you actually know any Aboriginal people personally? You’re 
the one with the hardened heart because you preach hate towards Aboriginal people. 
 
**************** 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare They were given a fair warning to clean up their language, 
but seeing them unable to control themselves, banning is the only option left. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art I agree. Discussion and expressing a view is fine. But the 
racial hatred, abuse, filthy language and threats of violence on this thread have been atrocious. 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare True, but since they always want to "speak for 
themselves" we thought it's only fair to let them express their thoughts in the way they know best   
 
**************** 
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare Yes, so the time has come to start banning the offenders. 
 
Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art banning and reporting. 
 
**************** 
When we’ve had enough, she started lying it was only one time. And was banned: 
 
Racquel Buis-Kerr 
   
Marty Phillip Hoare Attention readers.  
 
As Racquel Buis-Kerr has cowardly blocked me so I cannot see her ridiculous comments would one 
of her devotees be good enough to pass on this message to her.  
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Racquel you really are a silly silly person. Please go away away with your stupid pathetic emails to 
my business partner. Yes Racquel, my business partner, not my employer. And while you’re at it, 
please stop wasting your ignorant devotees time by encouraging them to also send emails. You are 
wasting yours and everyone else’s time.  
 
My business partner and I have absolutely no interest in your petty racist nonsense. 
 
Take up the didgeridoo Racquel, it may help to calm your bitter soul. 

Corey Saylor-Brunskill Marty Phillip Hoare Fuck up Cunt. No one cares. 

Racquel Kerr Marty Phillip Hoare you make it sound like I sent multitudes when it was only a 
singular email calling you out on your bullshit.  
 
But that’s okay! No stress, nothing soothes my bitter soul than a middle aged white male trying to 
grab peoples attention because he feels attacked by a 27 year old Aboriginal female. Please continue.  
 
Wanjina Watchers Art Marty Phillip Hoare We'll report Racquel for all sorts of breaches. As well as a 
number of other unsavoury characters who keep posting their vulgar insults and death threats on this 
thread, and trying to incite others to do the same. Their obsession with our art, their false accusations 
and outright lies, with which they are trying to justify their shameful conduct - show that some of 
Australian Aborigines - both the real and the fake ones - are extremely vulgar and aggressive people. 
   
Marty Phillip Hoare Wanjina Watchers Art if it was my thread I’d be reporting every single one of 
these nutters who use filthy language, have made abusive comments, especially the ones who have 
made threats of violence. These people are absolutely despicable. 
 
Rosalina Abu-saleh Shut the fuck up 
 
*************** 
 
Maia Letitia Cole and De Nia Styla 
 
Darren Perry You need to be dealt with by Thumpamaldi miss appropriation. Our Ancestors will visit 
you in your sleep. 
 
Maia Letitia Cole 
 

 
 
Maia Letitia Cole We now wait and see, you smelly cunt 
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Maia Letitia Cole Wanjina Watchers Art smelly cunt     
 
Maia Letitia Cole Wanjina Watchers Art you deserve to be burnt at the stake 
 
Maia Letitia Cole Wanjina Watchers Art did Marty the rapist agree to fuck you yet or nah? Sounds 
like you need some dick 
 
Michael Dalton Who the fuck do you think you are 
 
Michael Dalton Come one you fucking nazi answer me calling all is fakes 
 
Michael Dalton Look at all the fucking trouble that you have caused 
 
Darren Perry You need to be dealt with by Thumpamaldi miss appropriation. Our Ancestors will visit 
you in your sleep. 
 
Alan Collins U need to kill yourselves u dont know fuck all about culture people like u make me sick 
 
Yarran Reed what the actual Fuck is wrong with you. go shave your armpits and get an education then 
kill yourself you fool. 
 
Layla Jane You disrespectful old bitch. you know nothing about us indigenous people. OUR 
LAND/COUNTRY! if I was to ever see you I would kill you myself !!!! YOU KNOW NOTHINGGG 
AT ALLLLLL YOUR WHITE !!! YOUR NOT CONNECTED TO THIS COUNTRY AND YOU 
NEVER WILL BE !!! 
 
Robby RJ Kitchene what you have posted if you playing a didgeridoo is against the law in Aboriginal 
culture women do not play clap sticks didgeridoos therefore men only if you was Aboriginal 
something very bad will happen to you or your kids you really need to look into Aboriginal culture 
before you go disrespecting our culture n playing instruments !! 
 
Tattootoni A Bars-ben Ur fucked in the head women can not play the didgeridoo wake the fuck up 
from what ever dream drug Ur on Ur reported U dope 
 
Ash Collins What you are doing is cultural appropriation. It is wrong. 
Remove your page. 
This is a warning. 
 
Zahnee Haup Hope you fucking choke on something Cunt. You don’t know laws or aboriginal rights 
& beliefs or anything. I’ll tell you know you keep doing what your doing something very bad is gonna 
happen to you! Maybe your not from AUSTRALIA ya idiot cause I dare you pull a didge out in front 
of elders or any “ black fulla with conmen sense. bedsides you obviously “ you will get a smack in the 
mouth right there and then. 
 

Michael Conolly 

Michael Conolly is a real profile, calls himself an “educator”, keeps inciting aboriginal hate by 
inventing lies and spreading those lies, as is common among aborigines, who run on gossip. 
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Michael Connolly Do you really think you as not being Aboriginal can just use a culture for your 
benefit when your spirit tells me you have come from abuse and by not fixing your pass and Heritage 
you bring the sadness to our people. Leave us to organise our spiritual world and go to your country of 
the your spirits and fix what your father has done. 
 
Conolly, like hundreds of others of his ilk, reposts Watchers Art posts with calls for violence: 

https://www.facebook.com/Dreamtime.Kullilla.Art 

Brian Harrison  to Michael Connolly 
2 January at 18:17 ·  

Brother, you stopped the fakers from selling fake art. How can we stop this fake ass b#$ch from 
stealing our culture and being racist. She calls all Aboriginal people who are not full-block fake 
Aborigines. How do we stop this woman brother? You are are best hope. 

Wanjina Watchers Art 
Arts & humanities website · 1,410 likes 
 

Michael Connolly We report her to Ken Wyatt for a laugh then we get mob in the area to march on 
her.      

Monique Thomas Michael Connolly looks like mob have tried and she gets restraining orders then 
slags them off in social media   

Michael Connolly Check our her site. The local mob in the area need to call her out. 
 
Felicia Morgan The women has split personality and mental health problems she really needs signing 
away 
 
3 January at 07:42 ·  

This has to stop now. Must be a boat for her to go home. 

Michael Connolly Full of shit she hiding from her past and her fathers abuse 
 
Don Ell Deborah Dowsett I’m the same I keep reporting her on Facebook do nothing about it 
 
Michael Connolly Don Ell we can advise Facebook to remove her site as cultural inappropriate 
 
Deborah Dowsett Michael Connolly that's what I did and nothing happened 
 
Don Ell Yeah thats what I did as well. I have just done it again. I will just keep reporting her until they 
listen. 
 
Monique Thomas I've been reporting the page for months   nadda 
 
Adrian Ho She sells the best drugs in Town ay.... 
 
Michael Connolly Sharyn Logan  
She has a bad spirit from her fathers Homeland with a abusive past. 
 
Michael Connolly Deborah Dowsett  
Let’s force Facebook. What do I do? 
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Deborah Dowsett Michael Connolly keep annoying them as a majority? 
 
David Miller Report it as intellectual property 
 
Renee Juju I keep reporting her posts but nothing happens   
 
CB Nello I have literly gone through and reported every post I could find of hers and not one of them 
was removed. Makes ya sick. 
 
Patrick Rad This is fuckin bad 
 
Claude Douglas For over 10 yrs u been a mixed up racist with your original site , putting down 
indigenous peoples of the world ! I'm amazed your still alive , u witch bitch ! Goober Goomblar wy so 
lo or witch put a Spell on u ? 
 
Renée Tighe This is only the tip of the iceberg of her fuckery. She needs a good bullet. There's 
nothing else that will fix this one. 
 

These responses to Connolly’s call for violence show two typical Aboriginal methods – Let’s 
keep annoying them until they do what we want, and let’s just put a bullet to their heads. 

 

************************ 

 

There is something good coming out of the currently ongoing Aboriginal attacks – we will never 
again have to explain anything about Australian Aborigines to either people overseas or to the 
Australian public. Anybody who wants to know what they are can just to look at “The Truth about 
Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation and the comments it contains, to find 
out all they need to know about them. 

Aborigines “forbid” everyone to talk about them without their “permission” – with threats of violence, 
as always – and demand that they must be allowed to speak for themselves. 

We were giving them, for ten years now, a fair chance to present themselves any way they wish. And 
they made their choice. They presented themselves and their culture quite accurately – far better than 
anyone else would be able to describe them. 

“The Truth about Australian Aborigines – In Their Own Words” art installation 

is touring Europe this year. 

Love and Light™ to all, from Wanjina Watchers group of non-Aboriginal artists. 

 


